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1INTRODUCTION
The author feels that the second .ry school pupil
should bo familiar enough v?ith his state to converse in-
telligently about its geography, government , codes of
transportation, industries, climate, people and educa-
tional systems.
The majority of the pupils in Maine schools will
remain In Maine and will depend on it to furnish them a
means of livelihood. It is important for the; to know the
opportunities offered by Industries near thee. If they
are to live within Maine, the student I should become
acquainted with tho govarnmental make-up of their state so
as to become an intelligent and well-informed part of th.*t
machinery. Also a person's happiness depends on the degree
of friendliness and cooperativenes:> there ia between hir:;
and hi3 neighbor. Ho should Know the people who live in
Maine and their habits. Today with labor demanding shorter
hours we find van having euch leisure tii&e. The wi.se u?e
of this leisure time is o ;oenti »1. Haine offers her citi-
zens the beauty of nature in Its finest form* Transporta-
tion is Eodern and re.dily available. The people of fcaine
should know of the^e places of beauty and the w.ys of
traveling to them.
In writing this paper th*? author does not attempt to

sdraw together u recognized unit of study. He does atteopt
to bring together souro: materials which may he broudenoJ
and presented in individual classrooms by individual
teachers.

OEffKRAL PURP03W
1. The pupils should gain a more specific knowledge of
the geography of Maine relating to the boundari®:*, size,
and topography which will aid thorn to visualize and discuss
intelligently the state in which they live.
£• The pupils should become familiar with place geography
within their state which will enable them to locate quick-
ly any specific part of the state*
3. The flora and fauna should become recognizable by the
students giving the© a feeling of pride and pleasure in
the richness of natural wealth Maine has to Offer its citi-
zens and visitor 3*
4* The river and lake systems will be located by the pupils
allowing them to realize the important Industrial * civic
and transportation^ value of the water systems as well as
their beauty*
5. The working of the state and municipal governmental
machinery will be discusaod and criticised which should help
the pupils to understand their part in becoming responsible
citizens*
6, The transportation systems of NftiAft including automobile
highways, railroads, and air routes will be loeated, de-
scribed, and criticised to help the -upils to realise the
benefits derived *rom t*iesQ systems In different parts of

4the state*
7. The Industries of Maine including all the important ones
and the more important of the smaller ones will be discussed
concerning their value to the state In. terms of people they
attract, in financial assets, and in potential security for
the state and its people
•
The people of Kaine and their varied national back-
grounds will be discussed to give the pupils ft better ac-
quaintance with problems arising in seotlons which have not
beeoise well assimilated*
9. The climate of the state and its variability will be
discussed in its relationship to the part it takes on the
agricultural and industrial pursuits of the people in
various sections of the state.
10. Famous names of Maine, both past and present, will be
discussed to give the pupils a feeling of pride in the
accomplishments of Maine's sons and daughters.
11. The educational facilities of Maine will be studied
and discussed so that each pupil may realise the opportuni-
ties offered to him as he seeks to attain his vocational
and personal goals.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE GEOGRAPHY OF I'AINE
Location and slae — The exact boundaries of Ifalne
as given by the Federal Writer's Project of the Works
Progress Administration for the State of Kaino in their
book entitled Maine. A Quide 1 Down tot 1^ are as follows
t
Maine, the extreme northeastern state in the
Union, is the only one adjoined by but a single
sister ytate. The southern boundary of the state
is the Atlantic Ocean; the eastern boundary follows
the :>t. Croix River to its source, then due north
to the St, John River; the northern boundary ex-
tends roughly from the ;5t. John Grand ft&U along
the river to Crown HonuaeAt; the western boundary
extends from Crown Monument to the sea at the mouth
of the Piscatuqua River near Klttery Point,
The above description of the boundaries of Maine is
accurate, but omitu factors which might clarify the loca-
tion and size of the bound ries considerably. The follow-
ing description may be best understood if a map is U3ed with it
The southernmost point on the coast is Klttery Point,
Starting from there and following along the coast, one notices
the great irregularity to which the coast conforms. This
irregularity is quite remarkable, Wallace Nutting - says
,
1/ Federal writer's Project of the Works Project Administra-
tion for the Otate of Kaine, Kalne. A Guide 'Down Ka t f .
Bostons Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957, p* 5*
%J Wallace Nutting, Maine Beautiful. Fraiiingham, Massachusetts \
Old America Company, 1984, p, 3S.

"The coast of Maine is unique on the Atlantic coast as the
entire coh t from Maine to Mexico is a practically un-
broken low shore. » The first largo indentation along the
coast is Casco Bay. The bay is noted for the great number
of beautiful islands which dot it» surface. At one tice it
was thought that there was an island for every day in the
year. Portland, the largest city in Maine, la located on
the shore of Casco Bay. At approximately the center of
the coast ia located Penobscot Buy. This bay is the larg-
est bay on the Kaine coast. It $a also dotted with many
beautiful islands. Just above Penobscot Bay is the famous
Mount Desert Island which separates Blue Hill Bay from
Frenchman f s Bay. The beginning boundary between Maine and
Canada is Passamaquoddy Bay which is found at the extreme
e-i stern section of fc'iine. It la interesting to know that,
"Between Eastport and Portland there is proportionally the
greatest number of good harbors found anywhere along the
Ifaited states coast. The approximate distance or length
of the teaine coast is 250 miles, however the actual dis-
tance if every indentation is followed is over £500 miles.-
A g od example of this irregularity is found in this state-
ment, Eastport to Lubec by water is three miles; the very
1/ H&Mne w
r
The ,>orld Book Encyclopedia. Chicago t The
HoQuarrie Corporation, 1941, Volume 11, p. 4&88«
£/ Facts About Maine. Maine Development Com; ission, August;
Maine: pi 6.

8shortest route possible by land is forty ailes; the regular
automobile route is one hundred miles.w The boundary now
follows the 3t. Croix River to its headwaters. From the e
lakes it follows a man-mad© boundary to approximately the
Orand Palls of the St. John River. The boundary now follows
the course of the St. John River through the magnificent
scenery of the St. John Valley, This section of lain© is
populated by French-speaking people who are descendants of
the Acadian 3* From the time the boundary started following
the St. Croix River, the boundary on the east of & sine has
been the Canadian province of New Brunswick. At the town
of St. Francis the boundary follows the 3t. Francis niver,
a tributary of the St. John River. This river is followed
until Crown Monument is reached. Now Hie boundary follows
a man-made course in a southwestern direction until it coses
to the southwest branch of the Bit John River. It follows
this river for a short distance, then follows roughly the
height of land to I point Just a short distance north of
Parmachenee Lake. The Province of Quebec, Canada, has
bounded the state on the west froc- the St. Francis River.
Mow a man-made boundary goes due south with Mew Hampshire
bounding the State on the vest. Nm? Hampshire is the only
state in the Union which touches the boundaries of b'aine.
^/ Nathan Haskell Dole, and Irwin Leslie Gordon, Maine of
the Sea and Pine s. Boston: L. C. Page and Company, 19^8,
p. 133.
/
9At Orand East Lake the Piscataqufc I River, often called
Salmon Falls River, becomes the boundary and remains so until
It reaches the ocean at Kittery Point,
The exact size of Maine as taken fror. the florid Book
Encyclopedia V 1st
Width -810 miles
Length 880 miles
Area — 33,040 square miles
Maine ranks among the states as thirty-eighth. In
other words, there are thirty-seven states larger than Ifaine
and nine states smaller than Maine. In coir.paring Maine with
the other Wtm &igland, it is found to be larger than Rhode
Island, Connecticut, Vermont and New Hampshire combined.
Tonography — Ov.?r two-thirds of tf&lne is 80; feet or
more above sealevel.^' The nature of the state is rough and
hilly for the greater part. The mountain peaks are very
picturesque and have $re -t scenic value. One of the reasons
for the beauty of Hain© mountain peaks can best be described
by mentioning Mount Katahdin. "Fount Xatabdin riso frora
a plain eight hundred feet above sea level to | height of
five thousand two hundred and sixty-seven feet thus giving
the impression of being as high ii the Rockies, mm. The four
1/ Adapted from The World Book Kncycloned a. loc . clt ..
p# 4226.
2/ Federal Writer»s Project, o^. cit . . p. 4.
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highest peaks in Maine are:
tfount Katahdin 5£07 feet high,
Hamlin Peak 4751 feet high,
"Old Spec" feet high,./
Gugarloaf 4837 feet high.*'
These peaks are the four highest points of land in Maino.
Five other peaks In L'aine are over 4000 fe t In height,
and 97 peak a are over 5000 feet in height.-' It is not always
the highest peaks which are the best known, ^ount Klneo,
on the shore of Koosehead Lake, rises abruptly from the sur-
face of the lake and h *s been known and loved by tourists
for many years. Rear Farmington Is i'ount Blue, i well-known
peak which overlooks the tranquil Bandy Hiver valley. itount
Cadillac on the coaat, 1* the highest point of land on the
eastern 3®aboard north of Rio de Janeiro.-/ It Is 1698 feet
high. Nearly all of thee mountain peaks Kft of granite
composition and because of their hardness were able to with-
stand the corroding action of the glaciers during the Ice Age.
Besides leaving the picturesque peaks, the glaciers
were responsible for several other natural henomena in Main®.
One of these is the remarkable system of eskera or kames
which occur throughout the state. They are gravel deposits
from one hundred to one hundred and fifty mile ; In length.
y m*
8/ Mi,
2/ IfeU*
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FTok them are obtained most of the road building material
for the State's roads, The roads ofton follow these
ridge** In Maine the ridg s are usually called "horse-backs*
Another vestige of the glacier which is found In I'ulne
la displayed in Its coastline* The excellent harbors which
Maine has In abundance v;ore formed when thu tremendous
pressure resulting fro© the weight of the glacier forced the
level of the land fir below its former level* when the ice
receded, the water from the ocean rushed In and covered the
land* In time* over a period of many year >, the land has
slowly risen to its former level* Hovev«r, in places it is
still lower than it once was* Where this has happened on
the location of a river the river bed, being lover than the
surrounding land, has been transformed into a long deep har-
bor* We tall these river mouths "sunken river mouths.
A unique fettture of the topography of Maine is located
in the northern section of the Btate. In this section all
the land, with the exception of the St* John Hiver valley,
is over eight hundred feet in height* The region is dif-
ferent from any other part of New fogland* The western
part is wild and consists of almost v7holiy virgin forest.
The entire eastern aide* hoover, %m recognized $M one of
the most fertile sections of land in the United 8fef»$*a for
1/ Ibid .
g/Ibld* . p* 8*
t
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the growing of potatoes* The land is a level plateau with
a width end grandeur which sel^ht be compared to the prairies
of our West, Again the size of Maine can be compared with
that of New Btogland by realising that Aroostook County,
which this region is called. Is alasost as large as the entire
state of l£assaehusetta« It is one hundred and twenty miles
long and has a Kaxlnum width of one hundred and five miles,
comprising six thousand eight hundred square ipilos.1'' Massa-
chusetts has seven thousand two hundred square miles.
Rivers and Lakes «m In the. winter of 1775-1776 an antsy
of intrepid American soldiers led by a great leader, Benedict
Arnold, went through the wilderness of tuiaine to the Canadian
city of Quebec in an attempt to conquer that fortress* a
large part of their Journey was made a bit ea ler by the
use of the Kennebec River up to the height of land where
they were forced to carry their huge bateaux overland to the
Canadian Chaudiere Hiver. Today it is possible to duplicate
their exact trip by canoe. The river, however, would be
found to have changed a great deal since 1776. Power &fes,
bridges, artificial lakes, and &any cities and towns would
be seen where before it was wilderness.
Heine has a great amount of water surface on its land.
More than one-tenth of Haino 1 ^ 33,040 square miles is
2J K§than Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, 0£. cit .. p. ?f."6.
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covered by water .i' The state map has more than 5100 rivers
and lakes on it»-' This water surface provides Maine with
a handsome revenue from power, and frotr tourist trada, not
to mention the intangible wealth of health and satisfaction
it gives to all those who enjoy the recreation they afford.
The largest of the Kaine rivers is the Penobscot, It
is 350 nilea long.-^ The two moat Important tributaries are
the ^'est and East Branches. Medway, Maine, is the location
of the Joining of these two branches to for& the Penobscot
River proper. The sources of the Penooscot tons a series of
small ponds near Canada Falls Deadwater and near Groan
fountain at the northern end of fcoosehead Lake for the
West Branch. The sources of the Ka t Branch aro Webster
and Telos Lakes. Some of the important towns found on the
Penobscot River arej Bucksport, Bangor, Orono, Oldtown,
Brewer, Howland, Lincoln, Mat tawamkeag , East } Jillinocket,
and Ifillinocket.
The next largest river within Maine is the St. John
River. The length of the rivar in Haittt is 211 miles.m.
Of our large rivers, this dttf is unique in th«t it flows
to the north for Best of Its length in Maine. It leaves
U Adapted from Federal V.riter ».j Project, op . cit .. p. 5.
4/ Ibid .
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Maine at approximately the Grand Falls Just below Van
Buren. For the greater length of it- course in Maine it
is used as the international boundary between Canada and
the United vStatws. The Allegash Hiver is ft tributary to the
St. John River and is famed for it* canoe trip. The
sources of the St* John River are small ponds and lakes
Just north of Moosehead Lakej among them are, Baker Lake,
.-St. John Pond, and the chain of lakes near Allegash Lake.
It is interesting to know that a very slight height of land
separates the Penobscot River from the it* John River* The
canal at Webster Lake ftnd Telos Lake was constructed in order
to divert the water into the Penobscot Hiver for logging
purposes. The water fr-am Telos Lake had formerly flowed in-
to the Allegash River and then into the St. John River.
Some of the important town-? along the river arei 8t« Francis,
Fort Kent, Ifctdaw&ska, Keegan, and Van Buren.
The Androscoggin Hiver is the next longest river. It
1/
is 175 miles in length.- 7 The han^eley Lakes ara the source
of the river. An interesting fact is that the headwaters of
the river are in Maine and it flows through Now Hampshire
for a short distance before again cosing into &aine. It
re-enters Maine near Gilead and flows ea3% to Livermoro
Falls; then it flows to the 00ft** at I^runswick where It
Joins the Kennebec River at Lerrymeeting Ray. The
1/ Ibid .
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Androscoggin is the Maine river which hag th« greatest
developed water }»ower» Inportent cities and towns located
along its banks arei Brunswick, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston,
Auburn, Livenooro Falls, Kumford, Bethel, and Crilead.
The next river is size is the Kennebec River. This
river is probably the beat known of Maine Rivers. Rich in
history it holds treasure of stories and adventure. The
Kennebec River is 150 miles in lengthii' its source is the
great Moosahead Lake. The longest tributary is the Dead
River which carried Benedict Arnold's csen to tho height of
land before they came to the Chaudiere River. Important
towns and cities found along its shoreo ares Bath, Gardiner,
Winthrop, K'aterville, Fairfield, Skot<-hegan, Norridgewock,
Kadison, Bingham, and The Forks.
The Saco is the next important River. It is 104 isiles
in length. The sources of the river are found in Lovell
Pond and Moose Pond. The river flows through the lower tip
of Maine south of Portland. Important cities ani tens
along its shores ares Biddeford, Saco, West Buxton, Hlrwftj
Cornish, and Kezar Falls.
The last river to be located is one used as boundary
between United Stfttftfl and Canada. It la the St. Croix River
1/ Ibid .
2/ Ibid .

which lis 75 ailes in length.1^ The sources of this river are
in the Chiputneticook Lake and Kast Grand Lake* Important
towns along the river are: Calais, Woodland, and Vanceboro.
Maine 1 ', great acreage of water cover is composed of
many beautiful lakes* It is largely the beauty of these
lakes which gives ilaine the right to claii:; the title of
"The Ration's Playground." The visitors they attract each
year spend a great deal of coney while in I aine. The Maine
Development Commission estimated in 1930 that approximately
$100,000,000 were spent in Bftiftf by 1,000,000 tourists. An
interesting survey proves that the .normal visitor spends
2& per cent of each dollar in retail stores; H per cent for
food (and perhaps drink); £0 per cent for living accomoda-
tions; 8 per cent for amusement ;; and 6 per cent for bonbons,
lollipops, and ice-cream. *8/
The largest of the lakes is Mooseheud Lake. The drain-
age of this lake is l,i?40 miles.W Mooaehead is also the
largest freshwater lake wholly within the Unite! States.
It stretches for more than forty miles in length and has
1/ Ibid .
%J Lawrence Dame, Mew ?vnaland Comes Back. New York: nandoo
House Incorporated, 1940, p. '?57.
£/ Hathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, od, cit .
.
p. £36.
y XMd .

over threo hundred miles of wooded shores.-'
The beat ionown of the Mine Lakes are the six Rangeley
Lakes which cover an area of approximately seventy-five
square miles in Franklin and Oxford Counties in Maine and
Coos County in New Hampshire. These lakes are easily
reached by the tourists and have become a favorite spot for
the visitor wishing sport, recreation, or just plain re^t.
The large t of the lake systems is the Penobscot chain
consisting of Chesuncook and the lake:? connecting on the
west, the Allegash, Chamberlain, and others on the east, with
the Sebois and others farther east all emptying into the
West Branch. These lakes are situated in what is ono of
Maine* y wildest, inaccessible regions. Far from the good
highways of southern Maine they have not become as well known
as the lakes in the southern and western regions of Maine.
During recent years the use of the airplane has opened many
of these lakes to the sportsman. It is thought that the;e
lakes will become the canter of a great tourist playground
in the future.
Other important and large lake systems are the Schoodlc
system in southeastern Maine consisting of Sysladofois Lake,
Kicatous Lake, Grand Lake, the I'achias Lakea, Pocumeus, and
other lakes; the head water lakes of the 3t« Croix river
Adapted from Federal rlter* , r reject, Oj>. clt . . p. 411.
%f Adapted from Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon,
BE* clt .. p.
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including Spedmlc, Crooked Brook, Eaut Grand Lake, and
Chi putneticook Lake. In northern Arooatock are found a
series of lakes famed for their excellent fi^hin,;. They
are* Portage, St, Froid, Square, Cro >s, Mud, And Long L*ikes.
The^e lakes are all connected and form a continuous route
of canoe travel.
It would be difficult to locate or name all of tho
lakes and ponds in Maine, there are over 2200 lakes and
ponds in Maine.W There are, however, a few more which are
so well known they should be Kentionad. The Belgrade Lakes
near Waterville, located in the center of beautiful country,
have a great tourist trade. On their shore 1 are located
many camps for boys and girl 3. oebago Lake just above Port-
land has been known as a beautiful and clear lake for many
years. It if the water supply of Portland, and has many
summer homes on its shore. Nathaniel Hawthorne, when a boy,
loved this lake and spent many summers on its shore ...
The lakes of Maine attract »any people with their pecu-
liar and beautiful name.;, Xoat of th« names iff* on^s which
have been given by the Indiana *?ho frequented their shores.
This poem illustrates well the names of Maine 1 3 lakes.
y Federal Titer's Project, 0£. ci
t
. . p. 5.
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THE LOVELY RXTSHS AMD UK&3 OF LAINfl) ±'
0, th« lovely river a and lakas of feiainel
I act charmed with tholr name as ay song will ex ; lain;
Aboriginal muaes inspire my strain,
YaslX* I sing the bright rivers and lakes of Maine —
From Cupsuptle to Cheputmattioook,
From Sagadahoek to Pohonegamook —
'gamook, 'gamook,
PohenegaEiook
,
From 3agadahock to PohenegaBook
.
For light aerenading the "Blue Moselle,"
"Bonnie Doon B snd "sweet Avon" my do vtsry weiij
But the rivers of Raine, in their wild 30-itudes,
Bring a thun erou^ sound froc: the depth of the woods!
The Aroostook and Chi»tti*nticook,
The Chimpanaoc and Chlnquas^abaxstook —
1bamtook, 'bamtook,
Oilnqua 3 ; i a bafc*took 9
The Chiapas ace and Chinquaasabanitook.
Behold how they sparkle and flash in the sun J
The Matt&wamkeag and the ku;;$ungun|
The kingly frenobacot, and the wild #ool&atook,
Kennebec, Kennetago and eba.iticook;
The pretty Presumpscut and gay Tulanbic;
The Kas^quilsagook and little Schoodic —
3choodic
,
>ehood i e
,
Little choodic,
The Kas quilsagook and little Schoodic,
Yes, yes, I prefer the bright rivers of Maine
To the Rhine or the Rhone or th Saone or the "eine;
The e »ay do for the Cockney, but give me some nook
On the Arronoosuc or the »ytopadiook«
On th© Umaaskis or tha Hi t ogenis,
The Ripogenis or the Pi sc.*tabula —
•aquis, »aquia,
The Piscataquis.
"Away down South, " the Cherokee
.Has named ht« river the Tennesaee,
The Chattahoochee and the Ocmulgee,
The Congaree and the Ohoopee;
1/ The ttest Loved Poets of the American People, selected
by Hazel Felletean, Hew Yorks Garden City Publishing
Cocpany, Garden City, 1936, pp. 64; -44,

But what are they, or the Frenchy Detroit,
To the Paa«>adumkeag or the Was atoquoit —
•tOQUOit, 'tOf-jUOit,
The Was satoquoit,
To the Pas^adumkeag or the WkM atoquoit.
Then turn to the beautiful lakes of fcaine
(To the Sage of Auburn be given the strain,
The .statesman whose genius and bright fancy n:akes
The earth 1 i highest glories to 3hine in its lakes);
What lakes out of Maine can wt place in the book
With the ifatagOBton and the P.\ngokomook,
•omook, 'offiook,
The Pangokomook,
With the KatagOBon and the Pangokomook?
Lake Leman, or Como, what car© I for them,
Vfoen Maine has the fcioosehead and, Fangokwahem,
And, sweet as the dews in the violet 1 • kiss,
Wallahgosqueqaaiook and TelesiElsj
And when I can share in the fisherman 1 a bunk
On the Mooaetuckmaguntic or ktol'tunkiJKunk —
'amunk, 1 aaaunk,
Or Mol'tunkuEunk,
On the Moosetuetoiguntic or teol *tunkamunfc?
And Maine has the Eagle Lakes, Cheppawagan,
And the little :-epic and the Scapan,
The spreading ,;ebago, the Congonigotroc,
The Kllliemet and Motesoinloc,
Carobou and the fair Anmonjenagaaook,
Oquassac and rare v.'etokenehacook —
'cook, 'acook,
v.otokeneb&cook
,
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebncook.
And there are the Fokeshine and rutqucngoads;
And there is the pretty Coscoagonnosis,
Boiaantie t&abagog and Pemadumook,
The Pemadunook and the old Chesuncook,
3epdr> and Moosteuck; and take care not to miss
The l&abasookakua or the Gysladobsis —
'dobala. fdobsis,
The Sysladobsla.
The TJtabazookskus or the ^yslad:>bsj s.
0, give me the rivers md lakes of I'sine,
In her mountains or forest or fields of grain,
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In the depth of the shade or the blaze of the sun,
The lakes of "chooSlo and the Baaconegun,
And the dear Waubasoos and the clear Aquossuc,
The Coabosecontic and Killenkikuk —
'kikuk. *klkuk,
The i'illenkikuk,
The Coabosecontic and I illenkikukj
George B. Pallia
Suggested Activities for Chapter One,
1* Hare students draw map of Maine to use during the study
of the chapters. This may be done by following instructions
given by teacher, by tracing over another authentic, by en-
larging by squares from a smaller snap. All the students
should have the MM si a® finished product.
&• Locate on your map the "sunken river souths" you can
find on the coast* Print the nanaoil carefully on your tsap.
3. locate and print carefully on your niap the noses of the
four highest peaks in Maine. Also the naiaes of the better
known peaks.
4. Illustrate by coloring a map the physical contours of
Maine.
5. Locate and print in carefully on your map the insr rtant
towns alon^; each river.
6. Locate on your map the rivers of Maine. Print thee: and
their naases carefully on the cap.
7. Locate and print carefully on your maps the lakes of
Maine and their nanes.
8. Have student B list all inte.re iting facta they know about

mMaine which are not well Known by the average person.
8. Prepare and prer>ent an oral book review of Donn ?endler*s
|^at oh | fountain fa Sjaine.
10 # Describe to the class a "horse-back" of which you know.
11. Have one of the class members tell about bl* trip on a
river in Uaine.
IS i Have a student prepare and give orally special report
of Benedict Arnold's march through Maine.
13. Read and report on the book, We Took To The Woods by
Louise Dickinson Rich.
14. Have the students tell of their experiences in boys 1
or girls* camp in Maine.
15. vrite an essay on y >ur trip to a mountain in fcalne.
16. 'Vrite a bo;k review on Henry David Thoreau f s The
kalne Woods . Contrast the present ascent of Katahdin vdth
that of Thoreau's.
17. Write an essay about your camping trip to a lake.
18. Invite a Maine guida to the classroom to tell of his
experiences in the deep woods.
19. Have a group of boys plan a c^noe trip on one of the
Maine rivera. Have this trip planned down to every possible
detail such as, cost of provisions, equipment, hiring of guide,
number of days to take, possible dangers to avoid.
SO. Construct t model from clay, pepier cmche, or sand
showing the topography of Maine.

CI. Send to State Survey Commission, Augusta, Maine and re-
quest copies of contour maps of your local region,
88. Send to Kaine Development Commission, Augusta, Maine
for their material advertising the State of Kaine. Have
this material available on library shelf in the olas iroom.
Bibliography I — Asterisks denote books obtainable at
Maine State Library,
Daniels, Jonathan. A, Southerner Discovers New gjgyjj&ftdj
Boston t The I acmillan Company, 1940, pp. vii + 398,
Easy reading on reporter's style. Human interest
angle l major part of the book, Actions on Maine
give good description and much place geography. For
adults and secondary students.
Dole, Hathan Haskell and Gordon, Irwin Leslie, Maine of the
Sea and Pines. Boston? L. C. Page and Company, 19128,
pp x « 375.
Excellent source book for description and place geog-
raphy. There are also many legends and stories of Maine.
May be re^d by both adult ana secondary student.
Dunnack, Henry Ernest, The lialne Book, Augusta, I'alnss 1920,
pp. xiii «*• <538.
A b ok written by the State Librarian for the cen-
tennial celebration of ftaine' statehood. It was
written with intentions of answering inquiries which
had been received by the Stati Library. It ll an excell-
ent reference book and very easy rending for student .
Eckstorm, Fannie Hardy, The Penobscot Man, Boston 1 Houghton,
Kifflin and Company, 1904, pp. xii + 886*
Full of stories and legends. It la excellent for
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.
Bostom Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1037, ; l . xxvl * 476.
One of the bo -it and roo^t coi prehensive descriptions of
Main© to be found. A factual book which has been
written to give a detailed description of K'aine to both
the resident and the out-of-stater. For both adult3
and students.
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Fellenan, Hazel, selected by, The Best Loved Poems of the
American People. New Yorkt Garden City Publishing Com-
pany, 1936, pp. 642-44,
Poes Illustrating the peculiar and musical names of
Maine's lakes,
Fendlar, Donn, Lost on Mountain in Maine. Veiledley,
Massachusetts! Wellesley Publishing Company, 183c?, p. 1<X.
Thrilling atory of a twelve year old boy who survived
the ordeal of nine days lost in tha wilderness of
Katahdln.
Jonur,, Herbert Q,, 1^ Discover Maine . Portland: The Lachi-
gonne Pro; 1937, pp. 100.
Short aeries of "travelogues'* through ?«aine. Light
rending which would be interesting to the student.
KaeXenney. Lewis Timothy, The North Woods. Bostons Meador
Publishing Company, 1936.
Maine Development Cornel salon, Facts about Maine. Augusta,
Kainei pp. 45.
Data collected by Maine Development Commission for ad-
vertisement purposes.
Hutting, Wallace, ^falne Beautiful f l<Tamingham, Massachusetts)
Old America Company, 19C4.
Good description ,*nd illustrations. On the whole it
is a bit too flowery and euphemistic concerning the
qualities of Maine. For both students and adults.
Roberts, Kenneth L. , Trending Into Maine. Now York: Little,
Brown and Company, 1938.
Description of Mala* by one of Maine 1 f be .t Known
authors. For both adults and students.
The Vorld Book Encyclopedia. Chicago: The uarrle Corrorat'on,
1941, Volume 11, pp. 4^1:6-33
.
Short, condensed description of Maine. I valuable guide
map for place geography is found here.
Thoreau, Henry David, The Maine Woods. Bostons Tl cknor and
Fields, 1864, pp. 62H. 1
First hand description of i-aine by the threat American
author and naturalist who ascended &ount Katahdln in
1846* Good for contrast with the pre ont. For both
student and adult.
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Varney, George Jones, The Youn*: People's History of Kulne .
Portland: Dresser, fccLellan and Cor yany, 1677, pp.
xriil + 262 * xxvli.
Excellent description of the e >rly dre ^ of I'aine
Indians, their customs, and the e->rly towns of Italne.
Fiction Bibliography*
Carroll, Gladys Hasty, fta The Sarth Turns. Bostons The MM*
Millan Company, 1933, pp. 339.
Dramatisation of this novel is an MttWl event at oouth
Berwick, Maine, the noise of the novelist.
Coffin, Robert Peter Tristasi, Lo it Paradise. A Boyhood on
A Kalne Coast Far» . New Yorki The Macl'illan Coca, any,
1964, pp. 284.
Rich, Louise Dickinson, We Took To The Woods. Nev? York?
J, B. Lippincott Company, 1042,
Locale is the Rangeley Lakes. Autobiographical.
Roberts, Kenneth Lewis, Arundel. Kow Yorkt Doubleday, Doran
and Cotpany, 1933, pp. 632.
3ettin# at Arundel, Maine i telle ;tory of Benedict
Arnold *s «arch to Quebec, and weave r in a history oi
the Kennebec Hirer Indians.
The LI gjjbt Lady. New Yorki Doubloday, Doran and Com-
pany, 1955, pp. 378.
Setting at Arundel, Maine, tory of the sea.
Northwe a t Pa 3 gfl
e
. New York! Doubleday, Doran and Com-
pany, 1937, pp. 709.
Story of Roger's Rangers and their search for
northwest ptlMtf to the Pacific during the time of
the French and Indian v ara. The Indi : r. vil iags of "t.
Francis is destroyed by Hanger.-; after torturous &arch
through Maine woods.
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CHAPTER T»VO
FLORA AND FAUNA OF MAINE
The people of Waino have always loved the out-of
doors* Fishing, hunting, swis^int;, hiding, mountain climb-
ing and various other out-door activities are popular with
many people. To many of them the cry of the loon on t
lonely lake in the darkness of a quiet night is a thing of
beauty worth traveling many miles to hear. To others the
thrill of catching a glimpse of the Red-eyed Vireo aa it
feeds its young in the lone-slung neat cannot be equaled.
The song of the reel, the bobbing flag of the white-tailed
deer, the falling of a huge tree, these are to the lovers
of nature the essence of life as it should be.
The natural cover of Maine which give it the beauty
so admired in song and story is composed of a myriad of
animal and vegetable spec! en. The following description of
Maine's flora and fauna is taken from Kaine. A Guide 'Down
Bast * . Federal Writer's Project of the Works Progress Ad-
ministration for the State of fc'aine, Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1937.
"Maine's flora falls into two
classifications: Canadian in the cold-
er sections, and Transition In the
warmer. Isolated area:* of one type of
flora are sometimes found well within
the confines of the other.

"Alpine flora occurs on the upper
reaches of Mount Kntahdin and other
high peaks. A blue-leaf birch 13 known
to occur in these regions; and mountain
white birch and mountain aider are found
on Katahdin, Among the more hardy plants
in Alpine areas are Lapland diapensla,
Alpine bearberry, Greenland starwort,
lance-leaved Labrador tea, blue spear-
grass, Lapland rose-bay, and fir club-moss
"The Transition flora grows
below Cape Elizabeth on the coast,
in all of York County, and in the
southern sections of counties west of the
Penobscot River, a great wooded are of
pine and oak* The Canadian flora is
found along the coast north of Scarboro,
and inland above an imaginary line running
from Umbagog Lake in the Hangeley section
to fears Hill in lower Aroostook County.
"The white pine, sometimes
called the •masting pine' because in
Colonial times the larger trees were
reserved for the Royal Navy, is displayed
on the ;>tate seal and gives Maine Its
name of 'the Pine Tree ntate. 1 These
pines are known to reach a height of two
hundred and forty feet, and a diameter
of six feet at the butt. Once abundant
in groves throughout the State, they
now exist for the most part only in
second growth.
"Hemlock, its bark valuable for
tanning, is plentiful. Balsam fir,
sonetit es ferown commercially for the
Christmas-tree trade, runs wild all
over the State} the wood, imparting no
flavor, is commonly used in making butter-
tubs. Red oak occurs in all part• of
Maine except the extreme north. The burr
oak is come on in the central part of fcaine
White or paper birch is prevalent through-
out all but southern fcaine, often appear-
ing in nearly pure 3tand of considerable
area. The yellow birch is the largest
native birch, though often not so tall
as the white.

"There Is an abundance of sugar
or rock maple. Mountain maple Is seen
all over Kainaj and box elder (also
t maple), | lanted as an ornamental
tree in southern sections, grows wild
In Aroostook County. Tupelo, or black
gum, is not found .north of Waterville.
"Pitch pine is the principal tree
appearing on large tracts of the Bruns-
wick district. On the shore of B&uneg
Beg Lake in North Berwick there is lar&e
stand of pitch pine, many of the old
trees of great size. Coast white cedar
is found only in York County, us is
butternut, an introduced tree and only
species of walnut growing in Maine. Ohag-
bark is found occasionally in southern
sections and as far east Ml Woolwich, and
the nuts arc sold in market.
"Maine's oldest and most valuable
tress are the white oaks, some of them
well over five hundred years old. The
bark is used for tanning. Black or
yellow oak 14 confined to the southerly
coastal regions, ana the warns ^hite oak
and the chestnut oak ire found locally
in southern Maine. Chestnuts are not
common, most of them having been des-
troyed by the chestnut-bo rk disease.
The slippery elm, so named because of
its mucilaginous inner bar, and the
sas tftfras are little known. The syca-
more or buttonwood is found along streams
in southern Maine. Poison sumaeh is
found as a shrub in the Transition area.
"Trees won throughout the State
are tamarack, locally called by its
Indian name of hackmatack J red spruce,
most abundant of Maine's. conifers, growing as
high as eighty feet, and valued M the prin-
cipal wood used for paper pulp (it also
supplies spruce gum which is gathered from
September to June); 'white spruce, called
'skunk spruce 1 by lumbermen because of
its odor j white cedar or arborvitae, grow-
ing in dense stands on map grounds; find

black wilow, the largest and pott con-
spicuous Aaerican willow.
"The rapid-growing aspen poplar,
used for book-paper ;:ulp, is abundant,
being often found inn»?arly pure stands.
The lar^e-tooth aspen and the balsas
poplar are common throughout the otate.
Ironwood f or hornbeam, is widely dis-
tributed, though not abundant. Coupon
beech la plentiful.
"The white or American elr, one
of Maine f s largest and nost graceful tre .a,
is coms.on throughout this ^t&te, as it is
through all of Mew England. It is gen-
erally planted near houses, may persons
believing that it diverts lightening.
Fully as beautiful is the Eountain ash;
wild cherry, found in every section, is
of little value except as cover for burned-
over areas. But the wild black cherry,
widely distributed though not abundant,
provides one of the State's oout valuable
furniture wooas. The red plus is occa-
sion illy grafted and often used as an
ornamental tree. Striped maple or moose*
wood is a lovely tree found all over Maine.
The silver maple grow:- near the coast, its
sap being used to naice an inferior maple
syrup. Red maple is the &os».t abundant,
growing in nmtep lands. The basswood, a
species of linden, is attractive for its
flowers, which arc popular with honey
bees. The black ash and white ash, the
latter a valuable timber tree, are ;.romi-
nent all over the State.
"A rare Mhrub called the prostrate
savin or trailing yew is found on &on-
hegan Island, and other Island* east of
Casco Bay; on Mount Desert Island it is
called the Bar Harbor Juniper.
°A»ong the cooiLon shrubs of Maine
are the speckled alder, in swacp and
pasture lands; witch hazel, 'bordering
most forest areas; several nearly indis-
tinguishable varieties of shad-bush, whose

white sweet-scented flowera are the first
harbingers of spring and whose wood is
used in staking fishing rods} the hawthorn
or thorn apple; the chokecherry, found
along farm fenoerows; and the staghorn
sumach.
"Tree3 introduced into Maine with
marked success include the Norway spruce,
the Colorado or blue spruce, and three
poplars — the white poplar, the cotton-
wood poplar or Caroline poplar, and the
Lombardy poplar. The European beech, the
copper beech, and the English ela have been
introduced largely as ornamental trees, as has
the European mountain ash or rowan tree,
superior to the native mountain, ash in
brilliancy of coloring, its bright red bwrries
remaining well into the winter. The black
locust and the honey locust were brought in-
to the southern part of Maine, and the latter
is now com: on in the vicinity of Pari a and
elsewhere. The horse-chestnut was intro-
duced from Asia by way of southern Europe.
w In Washington and Hancock Counties
low-bush blueberries have developed consid-
erable commercial importance. Mountain
cranberries grow abundantly In the Mount
Desert region, having long ?*inc given their
name to the Cranberry Isles, and the large
bog cranberry is widely distributed in marsh-
lands over the State. Most flowers and blossom-
ing shrubs common to the north temperate zone
can be found, generally more brilliantly
colored .Ion,,; the shore than in the interior.
Among the more widely distributed species of
the Kount Desert region are American wood
anemone, Hew England aster (introduced), sea-
side aster, swamp astev, wild bergamot, Ameri-
can bittersweet, black-eyed usan, bluet, tall
meadow-cup, clover, sweet clover, white ob-
eyed daisy, and dandelion. Others are blue-
flag, Canada blue-eyed grass, harebell,
orange hawkweed, false heather, hep^tica,
and Indian pipe.
"Familiar are Jack-in-the-pulpit, Joe-pye,
seaside knot-grass, sea lavender, and wild lily-
of-the-valley or Can da mayflower. The moat

coupon wayside lilies are the Canada
lily and Aiaerio&n turk'a cap (intro-
duced* Ifayflower, the trailing arbutus,
ushers in tha a j. ring* Of the r&ny orchids
native to Kaine, the beat known ore the
arethuaa, gob.. on and yellow lady-slippers,
rose pogonia, and the sicall purple and
white orchids*
"Devil* 3 paintbrush grows in profusion,
spreading through the fields to the grief
of the f&rner and the Joy of the pa er-by.
Other bright flowers are the scarlet pinper-
nel, the sea or ttarah pink, the swamp pink,
pitcher plant and rokewood (rare). Maine's
t o rhododendrons are not coupon, but the
well-known rhodora, immortalized by Emerson,
is no le s beautiful. Best known of the
wild roae are the swamp rose, meadow rose,
and will brier roae. Purple trillium and
painted trillium, yellow violet, com* on
purple violet, blue marsh violet, and sweet
white violet, giant unflower (escaped
fro: gardens), eglantine or sweetbrier,
woodbine, and yellow wood-sorrel are all
eom£only found •
"In the wide areas still untouched by
urban civi ligation, Heine is today rich in
many of the species of birds, manuals, and
fish that attracted the early explorers.
On the other hand, man's continue! slaughter
of wild life nee caused extinction of the
great auk, the pas enger pigeon, the heath
hen, and the Eskimo curlew, and has driven
the timber wolf, the panther, the wild turk
^nd a*en out of the State. Northern white-
tailed deer, first noticed in numbers about
1900, have increased in the State. Uorthern
white-tailed deer, firat noticed in 1900,
have increased in the State # Some believe
that the migration of the caribou, not soon
south of th« Canadian border for nearly
thirty years, is due to the close cropping
of forest vegetation by lite deer. The
Haine State Planning Board reports that even
with an annual kill of more than sixteen
thousand, doer are ciore plentiful now than
they were a hundred years ago. American elk

com; only called moo:.?© from the Indian
musu are found In all the northern counties,
^lnce they have been protected by law, they
hare even been seen along the coast, partic-
ularly in the marshy woodlands of Tfaldo
County* Black or cinnamon bear, aocetin.es
of large size, are numerous along the beech
ridges of northern Aroostook, Bay lynx or
bobcat are known in every county, especially
in Aroostook, But | anther, and catamount
are no morej and the gray wolf, once known
all over fcaine, waa last seen In 1950 in
Bluehlll, The Canada lynx, the so-called
loup-cervier, is not uncommon in the
Kagalloway region,
"Except in the extreme southwestern part,
Canadian beaver ire increasing throughout
the State. There are more than two thousand
of thee in the Penobscot t*»t country alone.
It is now considered that the damage done by
beaver to stream and woods Is more than
offset by the value of their dammed-up
pools in aiding fire-fighters, Muskrat,
American otter, American Kink, fisher and
marten (known as American sable) are all to
be found in Maine, The Maine weasel is the
only ani&al to which the St&te has giver, its
name, fi.cc on are incre-j^ing, :.'kunk are
common, as are red fox or. in all their color
variations — cross, silver, and black. The
hare (coanonly called snowshoe rabbit), gray
rabbit, confined principally to York and
Cumberland Counties, northern red squirrel,
an chipmunk are plentiful, V'oodchucks
abound; but hedgehogs, generally known as
American porcupine, have been nearly ex-
terminated since i bounty was placed on them.
The common shrew and the mole or short-tailed
shrew are known general y, and a fare species
of shrew, >orex thoa:p3oni, has been found in
Brunswick, Norway, and Waterville, Maine
has the brown bat. the little brown bat,
hoary bat, and si Iv*r-haired bat; as well as
the wood mouse, ftid mouse and house mouse.
In the Alpine areas are found the chickaree,
northern flying squirrel, Canada rorcufine,
Labrador jumping mouae, and Canadian ^hite-
footed mouse.

"Pickering 1 3 tree frog sounds the
first note of spring; there are also the
bullfrog, yellow throated green frog, marsh
or pickerel frog, 'woodfrog, common or leopard
frog, and tree frog — the latter often
erroneously called tree toad, Maine has
several varieties of turtle — the snapping
turtle, mud turtle or painted terrapin,
yeHow-spotted or speckled tortoise, wood
tortoise, and box tortoise — the latter very
rare this far north* According to Dr. Ditinars,
of the Hew York Zoological Par , ther© are no
poisonous snakes in kaine, but there are, of
course, the small garter snake, striped sna^e,
ribbon nake, green snake, water snake, and
an occasional milk adder,
*Sts&# abound along the coast above
Casco Bay, and th^re is a bounty on thee in
the Passamaquoddy Bay region. Finback whales
are increasing along the lowar Maine coast;
in 1936 as many as thirty were seen at t time
off \7ells and Konnebunk early In March. Maine
has a wide variety of game fish. There is an
abundance of lobster and cla&s along the
coast, the small white oCarboro clam being
particularly 3ucculent. Shore or rocK crabs,
scallops, ahrisps and mussels are all plentiful.
*Qf the three hundred and twenty-one
known species of birds within the State, twenty-
six *#• permanent residents. In Maine's Cana-
dian areas are the Aoidian Chickadee and the
eastern snow bunting, while Bicknell 1 ^ thrush
is known to breed on the upper reaches of the
mountains. Fro© Labroad r to the ^ver^lades,
the nests of only twenty northern bald-headed
eagle;) have ever been discovered, and of these
two are at Georgetown and one at Newcastle; they
are occupied each ye*^r. There are known to
be at least twenty-five f;lant e -gles in the
hills near Cherryfi eld. A great golden
eagle was reported as seen on Belli Cliff at
Carrying Place near Bingham in 1933, and
others have been se«n at Penobscot in the past.
Th'3 Canada ruffed grouse, erroneously called
partridge, is Maine's highly prized game
bird. The Fish and Game Commissioner aannually
liberates thousands of ring-necked pheasants

along the coastal range trot North Berwick
to Cherryfield, and this species is in-
creasing rapidly. The common mallard or
wild duck and the comi&on black duck breed
here, and are the most poplar game birds
among the water fowl.
"The more common birds of Maine's Cana-
dian fauna are the brt»wn creeper, American
golden-eye, eastern goshawk, rusty grackle,
Holboell's grebe, Canada Jay (known other-
wise as moosebird and whiskey jay), ;ilate-
colored Juneo, eastern golden-ercwned kinglet,
common loon, red-breasted nuthatch, old-
squaw, snowy owl, spruce partridge, northern
raven, red-poll, red-backed sandpiper, white-
winged scoter, pine siskin, Acadian sharp-
tailed sparrow, Lincoln' 3 sparrow, white-
throated sparrow, olive-backed thrush, water
thrush, black-poll warbler, myrtle warbler,
yellow pttlM warbler, eastern winter wren,
and lesser yellow-legs.
"A partial .list of the birds of Maine
'
transition fauna includes the eastern least
bittern, rare, red-winged blackbird, eastern
bluebird, bobolink, ea tern bob-white, black-
capped chickadee, American cros bill, eastern
crow, yellow-billed cuckoo (very rare),
eastern mourning dove, alder flycatcher, olive
sided flycatcher, bronzed grackle, ruffed
grouse, bluejay, eastern belted kingfisher,
eastern meadowlark, white-breasted nuthatch.
Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole (very rare),
barred or hoot owl, screech owl, short-eared
owl, saw-whet owl, domestic pigeon, eastern
or American robin, spotted sandpiper, eastern
field sparrow (uncommon), -Savannah sparrow,
sharp-tailed sparrow, starling, bank swallow,
barn swallow, cliff swallow, tree swallow,
scarlet tanager, brown thrasher or song
thrush, wood thrush (rare), and hermit thrush,
tofchee, Philadelphia vireo, black-throated
blue warbler, black and yellow or magnolia
warbler, whippoorwlll, northern downy wood-
pecker, northern hairy woodpecker, northern
plicated woodpecker (uncommon), and eastern
house wren. The domestic ; lgeon, the pfeaas&nt
the English sparrow and the starling have been
introduced Into the tate.

"The islands off th® Maine coast
constitute the groat nursery of the North
Atlantic sea birds* Green Inland, six or
seven Biles out frtm Cliff Island In Casco
Bay, is u favorite breeding places for gulls.
Of on© hundred and eleven offshore islands
vl sited in 1931, seventy-seven has nesting
colonies of American herring gulls, which
are so eoa&on in Vfashington County as to be
an annoyn&c© to blueberry growers. In 1934
herring gulls dedicated a colony of double-
crested cormorants on a Penboscot Bay island,
and have wiped out other colonies. Or ait
number of them breed Inland on Oull Island in
Koooehead Lake, and many other?? on liungeley
waters. The black guillemot was found breed-
ing on twenty-four islands. The American
merganser stays close tu fresh water, and is
a coast resident in winter only. The red-
brea.;ted cerganaer or sea robin, cocron In
coastal vraters of Canadian fauna, is found
inland in summer. Leaches petrel is the only
known repre ontatlve of its order Known to
breed along the Maine coast. The northern
r tven is coia on along the u; per coa t, but is
rarely seen Inland. The great black-backed
gulls are Just returning to Kaine after an
absence of many year:;. Double-crested cor-
morants breed regularly on Penobscot Bay
islands.
ttAmerican eider ducka, the largest of
Maine sea ducks, now breed here and are seen
frequently near the outer islands in January.
Canada goose, coaironly called wild gooaa,
was once known to breed as far south a ; Lere
Point, instead of entirely in northern Quebec,
and the Arctic as at present. tforryaeefciag
Bay is one of the moat important way stations
on the coast for them in the spring • Ptqe
early March until the Kiddle of i"ay, they
gather there in gro t nu&bers.
"Terns are often blamed for the mischief
done by herring gulls, but thi s is a mistake
since they eat live garaey food only. The
oom&on tern breeds on ts.ost of Maine* s grassy
islands. On Upper f-ugar Loaf Island, not
far froic Pophae Beach, th<?ie are colonies of
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cocjLon tern and roseate tern, the latter
now increasing froir, a distinct rarity, Puffins,
also called sea parrots, are likewise increasing
;
che be3t place south of the Gulf of B%$ Lawrence,
to see these interesting birds is on lachias
Seal Island, where there is <* colony of
several hundred. On the same island are utany
razor billed auks, which apparently do not
breed there* Al though the island belongs tothe
United State?, the light there lis operated by
the Cnnadian government , and permission to visit
the island Htuat be obtained frosi the Canadian
Department of Marine* at 3t. John, fiow Bruns-
wick,
""The laughing gull |1 rare, but there is
a colony of this speciet* in Penobscot Bay. The
common loon breeds in inland ponds. The gre t
blue herons are increasing rapidly along the
coast f one of their large breeding grounds,
Bartlett*^ Island near Bar Harbor, is protected
by the Federal Government. Black-crowned
night herons are also bo re frequently seen than
formerly. And the oaprey is no longer uncommon
on the Maine coast.*'
Suggested Activities for Chapter Three
1. Construct a bird house and place it in an appropriate
location.
2. Construct a bird feeding ut ration and place it in an
appropriate location.
3» Make molds of animal and r.ird tracks from plaster of
Paris.
4. Make a scrapbook collection of leaf prints.
5. Li3t all the flowers you can find and identify.
6. List all the ferns you can find and identify.
7. List all the trees you can find and identify.
2J Federal writer's Project, op., cit . . pp. 12-16.

8. Liut all tho species of birds you c*n locate and name,
9. Write an essay on how a certain species of bird con-
structs his or her nest,
10* Bring to class a taxidermy exhibit you have made.
11* Collect ind bring to class an exhibit of species of wood.
12* Vi3it a taxidermist in your town and discuss the mount-
ing of animals with him*
13. Plan and go on a field trip observing the different
species of trees, birds, and flowers*
14. Secure the aid of the Boy Scouts and Girl oeouts in your
town and lay out a nature trail In the vicinity of your
town. Use the school shops, if possible, to construct name
plates for the trees along the trail.
15. Secure these various visual aids from the Visual Aids
Department, 34 Exeter Street, Boston, Massachusetts. Unless
otherwise noted the films ar<* all ont? reel, 16 m.m. project-
or size*
P& — Fire, The Red Poacher (S)» A conservation film. It
shows what is being done to educate the public and train
children in schools to prevent forest fires. One iaay see
the ranker locate a fire, and then watch the fighters get
the blaze under control. Sound *
G8 — Nature's Songster a. The aongr, and habit of various
American birds. Sound
.
B30 — Thrushes and Relatives. Thi.; shows the habitats,
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feeding habits, brooding, developcent, and activities of
representative species of this family of birds. Calls and
songs ire reproduced. Closeups provide studies of neat
life and of tho birds in flight. Sound .
For use in a lantern slide projector are the following rslides:
K47 — Birds all of us should know.
K48 — Wild Flowers all of us should know.
K49 — Trees all of us should know.
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CHAPTER THRSE
THE GOVKRHKEST OF VAIN?.
?he year 1820 properly basins the government of HiBl
as It now Iff , — Before X8R0 organised government had been
under the control of proprietors and later under the Coons on-
wealth of Kassaehusetts
.
The citizens of Uulne on the fourth of March, 1819
voted to become a separate independent state. The towns
sent delegates to Portland to draw up a constitution. Thi n
was voted for and adopted by the people on the first Monday
in Decesber, 1819. Formal application for admission to
the Union was na.de on the first Wednesday of January, 1820,
On March 3, 1Q2Q, &aine was admitted into the Union as the
twenty-second state.
The Constitution res-sables that of the United states
in that it designates the pOwwv of its officers and of the
people* Thi I is shown by the following adaptation., from
the Constitution of Maine.
The first article is 1 declaration of right? having
twenty-four sections. These rights guarantee to the people
the saise inalienable rights which aur Federal Constitution
guarantees in the first ten aruencurenta.
ortlandt Dresser, fccLelian and Company* 1877, p. 24X
tory of i..ajne,

ArtId* Two parWins to the electors defining thee,
naming the rules in regard:; to election days, and giving
regulations to be fol owed in times of military emergency.
Artlolea Three, Four, Five and Six pertain to the
three crunches of government, namely: executive, legisla-
tive, and Judicial.
Article 3even pertains to the salutary requirements of
the state. Uhdar this article all persons botv/een thu
sges of eighteen and forty-five, unless they arc- euaaers,
Shakers, Justices of the Suprapw Judicial Court, or minis-
ters of the gospel, aiu.it ba a member of the £tate ollitia
unless he pays an equivalent to be fixed by l&w.
Article Sight pertains to the public maintenance of
3%ool3, and the donation of grants to college*
,
academies,
and seminaries.
Article Wine gives the general rowers of the 3tate.
A few of the e ares a general valu ..tion to be taken on
public s#t«t<*e at least oblqh in ten years; all tun assess
equally according to the value j taking of public oath or
affirmation before t^ins office in the State; the Legisla-
ture shall never suspend or surrender the power ox* taxation
the Legislature stay enact laws excluding the ri*:ht of suf-
frage fror persons convicted of bribery at an election; the
Legislature ssay be l*m authorise the dividing of towns into
voting districts.
J
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Article Ten ^lves the Legislature the power to pro-
pose amendment.* to the Constitution and cause ft rot 3 to
be ta..en by the people.
fixecutlvo Department — The inyiffiMe executive govern-
ment of the State if vested in a Governor. He is elected for
a tens of two years by a popular vote. He vast be at the
commenceBent of hi-, t^rm at least thirty year*; of a^e, and
cannot hold any othor office, either Federal or State, at
the earns time* His s *lary at present is five thousand dol~
larj a yeur# &oong hi:; specific duties are: cotir,ander-in-
ehlef of the artsy and navy of the 8%at« and the militia; the
nominating and appointing of all Judicial officers, coroners,
and notaries public | also all military and civil appoint*
fisents not cured for in the Constitution} £lve information
to the Legislature concerning conditions of the State and
recommend all measure he deo© expedient; grant reprieves
and pardons; see that all lava are faithfully executed.
The Governor has a council of seven parsons who advise and
work with him on all a©rious matters. He Rust have the r
majority consent in the appointing of all officers and in
granting pardons. The council member .< arc appointed by a
Joint ballot of the senators and represent t Ive« and icust
coiae frois prescribed counselor districts.
Legislative Pesjurtiaent — The Sattati has thirty-three
Berbers who ure chosen by popular vote fro& their respective
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districts for a terss of two years • A Senator must be at
lea t twenty-five years of ., (;e at the eoiossencomen t of
tar* of office* He osust bo a citizen of the United States
for five years previous to hi.; election, a citizen of Maine
for one year previous to his election, and must heve residod
for three months previous to his election in the di ;triet
he represents. The sol® power of ircpeuehttont is given to
the Senate and no person can be convicted without tho vote
of two-thirds of the members. The Senate shall choose their
president, secretary, and other officers. Vacancies occur-
ring shall be filled by & new election.
The House of Representatives has one hundred and
fifty sembers «fho are chosen by popular vote ttQw their
respective districts for a tens of two year?;. A member of
the House of HepreaentvtiM*M must be fit least twenty-one
years of age and a citizen of the United Stufces for five
years previous to his election. He Nttft be a resident of
Maine for one ye cr previous to Ms election and a resident
of the district he represent a for at least threo Bonths
previous to his ©lection. If i vacancy occurs in the House,
it «aay be filled by a new election. The Bouse of Representa-
tives shall choose their speaker, clerk, and other officer I.
The Hou-e also has full power of l&:each»ent #
The Legislature convenes on the fir«t V-edneaday of each
Jenuary at the Stall House in Augusta. Each session is
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limited to one hundred days. There it has full power
to make and establish all reasonable laws for its State
which are not contrary to the Constitution of J'aine or of
the United States* Any bill or resolution which passes
both house? shall be sent to the Governor* He approves it
by signing it, or he &ay veto it by sending it with his
objections back to the chamber in which it originated.
The Legislature ©ay pass it over hie veto with I two-thirds
concurrent vote. If tho Governor does not send it bee*
within five day??, fSund&y excluded, the bill la considered
approved* If within five days the legislature is ad-
journed, the bill is given threes days more in the next
session*
Each house has the right to doterc-.lne its rules and
regulations and aay punish its own WWiUlii l for disorderly
conduct* Bach shall also keep a Journal of its actions
and from tijse to time publish the Journal unless it li
deemed important to require secrecy. The Houses as iy j-unish
by imprisonment any person, not a member , for disrespectful
and disorderly condu *t In the sessions, j-rovided the ter«
of imprisonment is not longer than the period of the ^ssion.
The members of both houses shall be paid a sues as set
by law* At present the President of Senate and speaker of
House receive $1000, while legislative members receive |ttC
for each regular session, and $10 a day for special sessions*
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Traveling expenses of $2 for every ten silos are paid to
and from the sessions. The meaberr. ;.re lleo privileged
front arrest going to, during and leaving sessions with the
exceptions of cases Involving treason, felony, or breach of -
the peace. The aeisber* cannot be held liable for anything
said during debate in either house.
All bills pertaining to revenue zmast be originated in
the House
•
The ©embers of the Legislature cannot be appointed to
any civil office while i member, or can any person holding
a civil office, with exceptions of Federal pogt-offleers
,
Justices of the peace, notaries public, coroner.-, be
elected to the Legislature.
Corporations shall b* formed by general laws and not
by acts of Legislature except in special cases for municipal
purposes, or where the corporation cannot be formed other-
wise* These corporations sh.:.ll be forever subject to the
general laws of the tftate.
The Legislature has the power by a two-thirds con-
current vote of both houses to call a constitutional con-
vention for the purpose of amending the Constitution.
The Judiciary — The Judicial Him of the Hat* are
invested in ft Supreme Judicial Court and such other courts
as the Legislature shall establish. The BUJ reice Court not*
consists of one Chief Justice and seven essoelete Justices
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who are appointed by the Qovernor with the consent of his
council for a term of seven year 3. The Supreme. Court when
it is sitting as t Law Court is composed of the Chief Justice
and five associate Justices. The annual sessions of the law
court are held in Augusta on the first Tuesday in Larch,
May, 3eptei»bt?r, and December; in Portland on the fir:>t Tues-
day of January, February, June and October,-^
Four superior courts have been established: one at
Portland for Cumberland County, one at Auburn for Andros-
cog^in County; and one at Bangor for Penobscot County.-'
The:;o courts have be$n established to take care of increased
business
During the year forty-four nisi prius terms vith a
Jury are held by the Justices in the counties of tho state,W
The Chief Justice receives i salary of $.000, and the
associate justices receive i salary of #8000 which cannot
be lowered during their ter& of office. They are required
to give their opinion upon i \. | ortant questions of law when
required by the Governor, Council, Senate or House of
Representative
. They cannot hold any other Federal or
State office while they hold the office of Justice.
The State government is centralized and ha* power over
1/ The Maine Ke.^lster f Portland, Fred L. Tower Companies,
1944, p. 56.
%/ Adapted froir Henry g, Dunnack, oj>. clt . . p. 79.
3/ Ibid.
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the entire state. Each part of the state has local govern-
ment which is direct and controls thut specific region.
Counties — Maine is divided into sixteen counties
which are the intermediary governing unit.? between the
State and the towns or cities. Then® counties are determined
by law and every par: of the state is in Soe?e county.
Each county has a shire town, sometimes called county seat,
which Is a city or town chosen to be the center for the
county's business. Here are erected the court houses and
the county $nllr^ At in the state de;arteent, the county
must have leaders. Three coBjuissioners i-ure elected for a
term of six years. They take care of asses -aent
,
levying
of tax^a, keeping up the county roads, and taking c ire of
the receipts and expenditures of the county' money, k
sheriff, elected for two years, has charge of enforcing the
laws, appoints deputies for large towns, and takes care of
the county Jail. A treasure^ take:/ care of all the aoney
received frost towns, fines received from the sheriff, and
fees received froL the clerk of courts. There is also an
office or register of deeds which is i portant it handles
all the records of de*ds, Kortgages^ and attachments.^
The following list li the MM3 of th^ count! as with
their shire towns. The list is constructed so that the
counties begin at the cost southern end of Maine and follow
1/ Ibid .. t7T7Q.
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the coa3t and boundaries* The last four counties are central
counties entirely surrounded by the other counties.
York Alfred
Cumberland • Portland
Sagadahoc ............... Ba th
Lincoln .... Dacariseotta
Knox ............... Thoma3ton
Waldo Belfast
Hancock ... Ellsworth
Washington »••• BachiAS
Aroostook .... • Houlton
Somerset »•.*«**«•• )kowhegan
Franklin Fanaington
Oxford ........ South Pari s
Androscoggin Auburn
Kennebec Augusta
Penobscot Bangor
Piscataquis Dovar-ioxcroft
Cltleff — The next division of our local government is
the city, &aine does not require ::< location to be a certain
size before it can be incorporated as a city. Therefore
the cities say be scalier than *Qm4 of the larger towns.
The form of government vhlch e-ch city has often varies
frorB city to city. The usual form include ; a mayor, as the
executive, working with a board of aldermen, and a cocmon
council all of whom form a legislative department. Another
type Is the City Manager type. Here a trained expert is
selected to administer the government of tho city. Auburn
was the flr«t city in Maine to adopt this City Manager fori..
1/
of governxaent.- There am now over twenty cities having
1/ Adapted fr:<E Nathan Haskell Dole, and Irwin Leslie Gordon,
cit . f p. 166.
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this system,- Another form of government is the commissioner
plan. In this fore each member of the commission Is In
charge of a specific department such as police or public
works g
Each city is divided into wards for the? purpose of
voting. The chief offices of the city are elected by the
people and r;inor offices are appointed.
Towns — The town government in MfcSfti ll one of the
purest forms of democratic government. The toyrn meeting,
in which all citizens having the voting privilege may partici-
pate, is the governing unit. At this meeting are chosen the
officers for the town, and money to run the business of the
town is appropriated. The town*s officials -ire the select-
men, from three to seven in number, a town clerk, a treas-
urer, a collector of taxes, i roud commissioner, a school
3/
committee, superintendent of schools, and a board of health.-
jplantatlons — liaine? is unique in having a plantation
form of government in her system. It is the only state re-
taining organised plsntfttiotta which have a simplified form
of town government t&th charters and school councils, and
are free from state taxation.-^
U Adapted from Ftsderal Writer's Project, 0£. clt . . p. 49.
g/ Mapted frorc Henry E. Dunnack, 0£. clt . . p. 71.
y fold.
%J Adapted from The .Vorld Book Encyclopedia, loc . clt., p.4f;26.
\
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They are organized for the i<urpose»5 of schools alone* The
officials are assessor;*, three* in number, who Lake the place
of selectmen.^
Unor£anl ged townshl p — The la ;t division of local gov-
ernment in Maine is the unorganised township. It is at
times confused with ft plantation form of government, but is
distinct in that it has no actual forw of government thus
having no officials or local taxation. •All unorganised
townships are governed by the tfaine Forestry District
which is divided into twenty-eight sub-districts, each in
charge of a chief warden; seventy-one watchmen and sixty-
five patrolmen efts employed fro*. Kay to 3e.ptember, and
seventy-one lookout stations smd ninety camps are maintained
within the district Some of the townships have a sizable
population and have schools and roads. The State Department
of Education has direct supervision over the schools, and
the roads are taken care of by the county. These unorgan-
ized townships make up approximately one-half of the area
3/
of the state,*'
Suggested Activities for Chapter Three.
1. Trip to be taken to the ntato House at Augusta when the
legislature is in session. Preparation should be made In
Adapted from Henry E. Dunneck, oj>. clt .
8/ Federal Writer's Project, 0£, clt .. p. 49.
3/ Adapted from Henry E. DunnacK, o£. clt .
Boston University
School of Education;
Librarv
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advance by the teacher and students to prepare for vocific
observations
,
e.g., ono grou; of students to attend and re-
port on a committee meeting concerning the fishing Indust-
ries, another grour to attend a committee meeting concerning
the teacher tenure bill. Both ohai»ber3 should be observed
in session.
2. The local Bombers of the Legislature should be approached
beforehand and arrangements &ade with then to provide for
the cost suitable schedule,
3. A personal audience Bay bo arranged with the Governor.
This may not be possible and should bo arranged earlier*
4. Have i clasnrooR legislative assembly, k practical
issue such as raising revenue for an adaitlon to the tate
Capitol building should be used. Have the bill originate
in the proper house and carry it through to the signing
or veto by the Governor,
5. Invite one of the Senators or Representatives fro© the
local district to Hit classroom and have hii; talk on his
experiences in the Legislature.
6. Attend a sitting of the Gtxte Supreme Court.
7. Attend a meeting of the Superior c urt at the nearest
county seat. Write a Journalistic account of the sitting.
8. Invite an associate Justice to the schoolroota and have
hii,. talk about his position.
9. Invite a local person vho ha.ii recently served on a Jury
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to talk to the class about his experience*
10. Place on a mimeographed map the namo of all the counties
and their ahlre towns,
11. Visit the county seat of your county and go through the
county buildings. Write % report on the conditions you found
In the county Jail,
12. Invite a county official to your school to explain his
position,
13. Visit the office of the city mayor or manager. Inquire
about having a representative from your Slass in attendance
at a meeting of the board of aldermen.
14. Visit the Ward officials anJ observe a voting day.
v.rito an essay on why people should vote.
15. Hold a town meeting in your classroom. Select a mod-
erator, vote for your officials, and appropriate noney for
the town'i business,
16. write an essay on the part plantations have in Ifaine
government.
17. Attend a town meeting and take note 3 to bring back to
class.
18. If you live in an unorganised township, discuss the
necessary steps which would have to be taken to become a
town,
19. Construct a blueprint of the seating arrangement, of
the Legislative chambers.
\
80. Write to Maine Dovelopn$»nt Commission, Augusta, Valne
for map» of counties and of unorganized townships and
plantations*
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CHAPTER POUR
TRAM3PORTATION IK MAINE
«Froa forest trail and canoa to the airplane, every
link in the history of American transportation, with the
exception of the st&ge-coaeh, la being used in kaine to-
day.^
Transportation in Ka4n« — The history of transporta-
tion in Maine is a story of the progress J/aine has made
from the early beginnings of small trading posts to the
large siodern cities such as Portland, Diddeford, and Augusta
Indeed it was not many years ago that Portland, then called
Falmouth, became a terminus for mail carried by horseback.-'
Today, however, the transportation facilities in Ivaine are
modern •with smooth pared roafta, streamlined railway trains,
ana fust, powerful airplanes.
Highway
a
— The most comt only usod method of travel
in Maine if the highways. Bus lines and private cars e^rry
people to all parts of the lit&to. The southern part of
the State has a larger share or the first-grade roads, but
each year the roads are being extended to the mora remote
U Federal writers Project, 0£. cit . » p, 68.
2/ Adapted from Louis Clinton Hatch, ;.:itne, A HI tory. Wen
Yorkt The American Historical Society, 1£19, X'oIutlo III,
p« 899.

usections of the State, Tho majority of the roads are
constructed by tho towns and are third-class roads, how-
) ever a great nany of the road^i aro MM gravel surfaced; and
several hundred Biles are concrete paving "Of the 88*401
miles of roads in Maine, S,876 miles aro designated as rotate
highways. This state highway system includes 238 miles of
concrete, 447 miles of bituminous macadam, 85 miles of
bituminous concrete, 5 mile^ of wood and granite block and
2,004 miles of gravel, a total of * ,779 miles which have
/been improved, *3r Todny road construction consists for the
greater part in macadamising, Much- freight fca carried over
the roada, Especially true is this with the huge tonnage
of potatoes now sbiprad by truck fro& Aroostook County to
the large cities of southern New England.
Many bus lines connect MaineM towns and cities with
each other and with cities outside of Maine,
Highway routes — The principal highway route > of
Maine Thlch are used by tourists are these routes which
have been taken from a publication of the N&ine Publicity
Bureau, 3 3t, John troet, Portland, Kalne, called &Totor-
Xf Adapted US Federal liter's Project, og.. clt , . p, 73,
i 2/ Facts about laine> 2.<ain© Development Com; isslon, Augusta
:
' p. WT^
Adapted from footprint Thru l?alne. l aine Publicity Bureau,
rtland: pp, 1-80.
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Ohltad atatos aouta Number One Route No, 1)
Kitterv. Maine to Fort Kent» Maine. 561 miles. — Fart of
I* a route which extends the length of the United Btatfui with
its southern ternlnus in Klaml, Florida mi its northern
terminus in Fort Kent, Maine; this routo is the longest
complete route in Maine* To tha visitor, or tie the native
of Kalne, no trio could bo hotter than this beautiful road
which extends a&Qftg Maine 1 3 magnificent coast then stretches
far up through Aroostook County j the "Garden tfpot" of Maine,
The route itself Is i trunk lino and cannot give the travel-
er all the scenic beauty which Ilea along the Slaine coast.
From the routa, however, one nay t-ike the alternate side-
trips into famous MMM9 resort-:., quiet fishing villages,
or along the rocky, surf-poundad stretch'^ of coastline*
Towns through which the road passes aroi Xtttary, York
Comer, Ogunquit, Wells Beach, "ells, awnnobuna , Blddeford,
Saeo, '.Yost Gearbar 0, Scarbaro, Portland, Falmouth Foreside,
Cumberland, Yarmouth, Fraaport, Brunswick, Bath, Woolridh,
Wiscas ?et, Newcastle, Domariaootta, •Valdoboro, South -arren,
Thom.iston, Rockland, Rockport, Camden, Line alnvilie, North-
port, Belfast, "ear -.port, : "tookton iiprin^a, ^ros^ect, Frank-
fort, Winter-port, Hampden, Bangor, Brewer, Lucerne In I'alne,
I
Ellsworth Fall
.3, Ellsworth, Hancock, Sullivan, west Goalds-
boro> Qouldsboro, Steuben, lUllbrld^o, Cherryfield, Harring-
ton, Columbia Falls, Jbnesboro, Machias, Ea:»t Machias,
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Vrhiting, Dennysville, Peabroke, PwPry, ttobbinston, Calais,
Woodland, Princeton, Topsfield, Danforth, Orient, Houiton,
I fcontlcello, Bridgetstar, Mars Kill, [ia.:ton, Proscue lirle,
Caribou, Van Buren, Jiadawaska, Fort Kant.
united States Route ftuaiber Two (gjt&s jfcjfcl No* 2)
Shelbu ne» Hew Baff&shiro to Houiton, italne. £79 miles . —
Tills route could bo called a "cross-country" route. It
takes tha traveler through scenic beaut/ which is hard to
equal* Also for tha leisurely inclined it avoids tha hoavy
coastal traffic The t "??ns through which it p*#s*i are?
Ollead, Bethel, Rumford, Hoxico, Dixfield, ' ilton, Fapjaing-
ton, New Sharon, Sepridgowoek, ako'f/hagan, Canaan, Palmyra,
Newport, Bangor, Orono, Old To*;n, Ullford, Pas^adumke&g,
West Enfield, Lincoln, k'attawamfceag, Hacwahoc, Inland Falls,
Smyrna Fails, Koulton.
Houte Number Four (Route 4) South 3;r"lck. Maine to
#eg&ntlc» lucbec 232 miles . — Kouto Number Four takes the
traveler through the heart of tho R&Hgoley Lake 3 region*
A great part of it goes through the rural, sweet corn region,
and tha traveler will find It a tranquil, restful Journey.
However, for the person who wishes to have a city tc visit,
the route Mil be found tc pass through the twin citie.? of
| Auburn and Lewis ton vhlch are c dern industrial centera.
Towns through ishich Route Four \; asses are: ::cuth Berwick,
Jtorth Berwick, Hollia Center, Gerham, South v.'indham, Windham,
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Foster 1 ** Corner, Gray, Upper Gloucester, D nvilie, Auburn,
Turner, Sorth Turner, tforth Liveraore, Livorniore Falls,
Wilton, Partington, strong, Phillips, Rangeley, Stratton,
Eustis, Vegantic, Canada*
United atat*3- Route feber aoi (U.S. Route uOl) "The
Arnold Highway .** Brunswick, &5aine to quebec, Canada,
5j83 miles, — This route takes the traveler along the
beautiful and fttMMfti Kennebec River. It is called "The
Arnold Highway" in honor of General Benedict Arnold who led
an arcsy of »en through the wilderness of Maine during the
American Revolutionary War. The route follows the trail he
took along the Kennebec River, It goes through psny large
towns at its southern find, but tfrom Bingham to the Canadian
border it runs through virgin forest. Cities ani towns
along its route arej Brunswick, Gardiner, H&llowell,
Augusta, Vasmlboro, Mnslow, Water vil-ie, Fairfield, Skow-
hegan, Norridgewock, kadlson, Poison, Solon, Bingham, Caratunk,
The Forks, Lake Parlin, Jackman, Staose River, Cue bee, Canada.
United states Route Nucber XQZ (U.S. Houte No. gQ'j )
East Hoche3ter f New Hampshire to Bangor kaine r 175 ; ilea . —
This route is a "cross-country" route whicn takes the traveler
through parte of Kaine which are off the tore heavily trav-
eled highways. litany beautiful scenes are found along this
route. The regi n around China Lake If especially beautiful.
Towns along the "fcoute are! East Rochester, New Hampshire;
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anford, Hilne; Alfred, Hoi ~is Canter, Bar Kills, Gorham,
South Windham, Foster's Corner, Gray, Upper Gloucester,
Danville, Auburn, Lewiston, Monmouth, winthrop, Manchester,
Augusta, South China, Albion, Unity, Dixmont, Hampden, Bangor.
Route Wuttter 100 (Route 100) Portland to Bangor. 144
miles. — This is one of the busiest highway si in Kaine. At
Newport one Bay take the famous "Itooseheud Trail" to Green-
ville at the foot of Koosehaad Lake. At Gray is found the
alternate route to Poland Springs* Towns through which the
route passes are t Portland, West Falmouth, Wpst Cumberland,
Gray, Upper Gloucester, Danviiie, Auburn, Lewiston, Watc-r-
ville, Fairfield, Bumham, Pitt afield, Newport, Kermon,
Bangor
.
Railroads in Maine . — Although Maine was not the first
•tAfef in the Union to experiment with steim-driven railway
trains, it does have the distinction of being the MfOd
state to have a railroad in operation. In 1836 a railroad
was opened and ran frojs? Old Town to Bangor, a distance of
thirteen mile*.-/ The v-hitneyvllle to tfaehi assort railroad
was opened in 1840; one of its primitive locomotives is no
2/
owned by the Crosley Laboratory at the University of kuine.-
Unique in railroad history wks the feocsehead Luke Hallway
1/ Adapted fros Nathan Haskell Dole and Irvrln L • lie Gordon,
op. cit . . p. 200.
g/ Adapted from Federal .riter 1 ^ Project, o£. cit . . p« 71.

which was a narrow-gauge two-mile road at Northeast Carry.
Draft animal I supplied itn power, nd the rails wero enornous
logs from fifty to sixty feet in length. The locomotive hud
wheels of huge wooden disks of pine. It war destroyed by
1/fire in 186 Two other Mill known railways in Maine
which are objects'* of interest are the narrow gauge railways
from Fwrmlngton to Hangeley rind the Konsor. railroad. The
tracfcs at Bfonson were? used until 1942 to carry slate from
the quarries to the Bangor and Aroostook Railway* It w--»s
a novel sight which never failed to delight the traveler
as he saw the tiny locomotive chugging busily along the
narrow track*.
Maine has over two thousand miles of truck operated
a/
by railway companies.-' The railroads reach to practically
every section of the state. Those are; s not reached are
connected to the railways by bus routes.
The Grand Trun* Hallway . — The Grand Trunk Hallway
of the Canadian National Hailrond Hffctm which operates
between Montreal, Canada and Portland, I aino wars opened
to travel in 1353.W A.3 Portland is the eastern winter
terminus for th« Canadian National railway it handles
a great amount of grain from the grain fields of southern
1/ Ibid .
W Ibid ., p. 12.
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Canada. The Grand Trunk elevator a at the Portlani w-ter
front have a capacity of 2,500,000 bushels. The csileage
| of the arand Trunk Railway In Maine is 95 rciles.- Towns
through which it pa.'3,;03 ar * t Yarmouth, Mechanic Falls,
Bethel, Norway and South Parts,
The Canadian Pacific Railway * — The Canadian Pacific
Railway travels acres * the width of fc'aino on its way to
the groat port of St. John, How Brunswlok. The mileage of
6/
this railway is 177 miles w in the tftate of Maine. At
lfattawaiakeatf the trains begin to run on tr*ck3 owned by the
. Maine Central Railway as far as Vanceboro at the Canadian
border. Freight trains carry huge cargoes of wheat from
the Canadian provinces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba to
the sea at St. John. Opened for travel in 18CB the rail-
way passes through the e towns: Jack&an, Greenville, Brown-
ville Junction, Uattawamkeag, and Vanceboro.
The Boston md Kalne Railroad . — Thii railroad was
opened in 1873 w and is the connecting railroad line for
southern New V>igland and Main®. It h .3 a short route in
Maine, going only a distance of 133 wiles w tmcm Portland
2/ Adapted from Nathan Haskell Dole and Ir^ln Leslie Gordon,
8k* P- 65.
H/ Facts ab?ut Maine, op . ci^ . . p. 151.
3/ Federal Writer's Project, Q£> clt . . p. 71.
£/ foots about tt4fttj fife Sll»,
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toward Boston on three separate route-;. Jtp however, la
a very important railroad as all travel by rail fror. Portland
to the southern parts of New Sn«?lftnd must 1130 this line.
Towns which may b© reached by the Boston and &ainc Railway
aret Portland, Old Orchard, 3aco, Biddoford, K^nnebunV:,
North Berwick, K1 i.tery, South Berwick, West brook, Gorham,
Holliss, Alfred, Sanford, ^rringvale, and Lebanon*
Tfto Mains Contra! Railvaiy . — The Maine OftOferml Rail-
way with a mileage of Qr:B Ellas w is the longest railway
in Maine. In 1381 it consolidated the following railroads
t
Portland and Kennebec Railway, ftoiserset and Kennebec
Hallway, Androscoggin and Kennebec Railway, Load and FarK-
l&gton Railway,-*/ Portland is the southern terminus of the
line where it makes connections with the Boston and liaine
.Railroad, At Borthern Maine Junction ;*nd Bangor, it csakes
connections with the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad. The
railroad reaches the greater part of central £aine and
handles a large pa3r.en.3er service as r..'ll as freight.
Bach section of the railroad sight be called a separate
line as it server a specific part of the state. A. short
part of it is. the line fror;. Portland to Fryeburg which
passes through the towns of ^astbrook, South '1 ndha»,
Steep Palls, Hiram, and Fryeburg. Another line extends
1/ Ibid .
Adapted from Federal Titer's Project, oj> clt .
)
r,6
fpois Portland to Runford. It passes through Hev Gloucester,
Auburn, Poland :>prin£e, lfochanic Falls, Canton, Purcfori,
) A third lino runs fror Portland to HattawaBtkeag, Fror.
this lino run many branch Hftifli Fr roi Portland it goes
to Brunswick *here a branch 1'ne can bo tpken alon$ the
coast through tho towns of Bath, Wl seas set, Newcastle,
Waldobor^ Thoisaaton, and Bath. Another branch line can
take the traveler fror: Brunswick through Lisbon foil*,
Lewiston, tfinthrop, Stlgrade, Oakland, ;,%terrille, and
Skowhagan. Fron Oakland a lino extends to Norrldgewock,
l???dison, North Anson, and Bingham. Frosi Monmouth Junction
a branch It no extends to Liverwore Falls and Partington,
At Brunswick the Ei&in tr iok extends through bo Richmond,
Gardiner, Augusta, *%terville, Burnhati:, Pittsfleld, How-
port, toigor, Orono, Old Town, Lincoln, and !!attawas:keag;
then through to Vanceboro* Froir: l^attawacikeag to Yanceboro
tho tracks are also used by tho Canadian Pacific Railway.
Pros: Bangor the Kalne Control Railroad serves the eastern
coast feowM and passes through theSO towns t Broker,
Ellsworth, Cherryfi eld, tfachias, ,md Calais,
Tho Bangor And Aroostook Railroad , — This r. 11road
furnishes transportation to the northern part of Vaino,
I
It operates 634 miles w of trick. Tho southern terminus
is Soarsport, and fro© there it extend" north on a main
1/ fact-: .bout oo. c 1 1
.

line until it reaches Oakfield where it has two main branches
running through the great potato empire of Aroostook,
Most of the freight handled by this railroad is the tremend-
ous tonnage of potatoes. Indeed it is often e lied the
"Potato Train." Bangor and Northern Maine Junction are the
main southern termini for passenger service a;* it is at
these two places connections are made with the Maine Central
Railroad for southern New England and tho Far it lie rrovinces
of Canada. Towns through which the Bangor and Aroostook
Railroad passes are: Sear^port, Stockton 3prlags, Northern
Maine Junction, Bangor, Lagrange, Kilo, Derby, Irownvllle,
Korcross, teillinocket, Sherman ntation, ffc.yrna Mills, Island
Falls, Oakfield, Koulton, Ears Hill, Prosque I::le, C rlbou,
Kew f^weden, Van Buren. At Oakfield a line may be taken
through the towns of Ashland, Portage, F^glc Lake, Fort
Kent, Ifadawaska, A branch line extends frou Vilo through
Dower-Foxcroft, Guilford, and Greenville.
Mr Lines In Maine , <w» Aviation in Maine is i rapidly
growing business. There arc numerous airport in the
otate which have mushroomed to groat size since the be-
ginning of the second World War. One of the moat famous
is the Presque Isle airport which li controlled by the
Army &ir Force and is the American Terninu.vs of the "Snowball
Route" which transports soldiers back and forth from the
European battle fields. It is a magnificent airport, and

may one day became the lo?idin£ Tin'. ted Btetee airport for
European travel. Another large Any airport is Dow Field
at Bangor. Other important airports are located at Port-
land, Augusta, I aterviile, Auburn, Caribou, t'illinocket
(now used toy Canadian govorr-s-fint for use of their amy
planes), Rockland and many smaller airports in smaller
towns* Air service may be secured privately to any part of
the state.
The Kortheast Alrljneg , — This if the only coffin ercial
air line in ttelBC . It server- northern ??ew England, and the
Canadian Provinces of Sova Sootl*, New Brunswick, and Quebec.
The towns la Maine served by the Norths act Airlines ares
Portland, Augusts, Bangor, Houlton, and Presque Isle. From
these airports the tr*valor s»ay secure ras.3age to Boston
and New York.
Suggested Activities for Chapter Fours
1. Secure frons the Visual Aids Department, 34, Rxeter Street,
Boston, Itassitchusetts, these visual aids*
F095 t* Railroadln', three reels 9 sound, 16ct, file.
Keystone Slides for lantern slide projectors K29 — Roads,
K31 — The Story of the Iron Horse, K32 — Transportation
Through the Air.
2 m Flan in clas a railroad trip to Boston. Secure ticse
tables from the Railway goeqmntwl on which you will travel.
Figure the cost and mileage of th# trip frot:: the tine tables.
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3# Plan a trip by plane frou tho no are ?t Northeast flirlinos
airport to Boston. Secure a time table from the Airlines
and figure the cost, time, and milcnga of your trip,
4. Write to the Maine Development CoRtr-lsslon for a copy of
the Highway Map of K*iine. Plan I trip to some sumraer resort
.ml trace nh>& best route possible which you might travel,
5, Locate on the highway map the mo it Important airport
towns of Maine,
6* Hold t forum to discuss the benefit.? rhloh Maine would
receive If /resHU2 T >!:• van officially designate! as an
tlantie coast port of entry Tor International air service.
7. Write an essay in which you expound your arguments favor-
ing core extensive highway construction by the State of
Maine.
8. Invito tho local highvray OQlM& I sioner to your classroom
to speak about his work.
9. Visit the railroad yard ; -and observe the men at work,
e.g., the turntable, section gang, station master, telegraph
operator, and train ere -v.
10. Visit the airport and observe tho people at work, e.g.,
radio operator, beacon light*), wo»ther observatl tm»$ in-
coming and outgoing plane a.
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iMnnsn of uMtm
Industries of Kaine . — ttThe estimated wealth of fcaine
In 1890 was $500,000,0*'-'0. In 1938 ledno Mil worth slightly
lesa than ^2,000,000,000."-/ Although Kalns is ranked
9/
thirtieth among the manufacturinj state.3 of the Union,-'
it has an abundance of industries which give employment to
many thousands of it* inhabitant;;. The in ..iuatriass range
from large million dollar industries, such as pulp and
paper, to small industries giving employment to only a few
people. In 1937 there were reported to be 1,171 tt&ttttf&CtttT
ing establishments which showed total value including
manufactures of Si51,110, 581 Maine protect I her workers
by laws which prohibit children under 14 years of age from
employment in factories or mercantile establishments,^/
ffhe pulp find paper industry . — This is the largest of
the Maine industries.W "Paper and allied products account
U Lawrence Dame, Op« clt .. p. 197.
2/ The World Book Encyclopedia, loc. clt . . p. 4:.; -.7.
3/ Lawrence Dame, 0£. pit . . p. N04.
4/ Adapted fron The World Book Htocyclopedia, loc . cit .
.
p. 4S30.
Ji/ Adapted fron. Fedora! Writer's Project, ojj. clt . . p. 56.
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for one-fourth of the total of Maine's manufactures .1' The
great fore t lands of Maine are comprised for a great part
of soft woods which are used in the manuf cture of pulp
and paper. In 1940 it was estimated th.t tho total stand
of fir and spruce, the two main source a of paper and pulp,
was 25,500,000,000 board feet.*/ The gre t mills which have
been constructed to manufacture the paper and pulp employ
13,135 employees according to compilations of the Maine
Department of Labor and Industry for the yef$ 1943. One
of these mills is located in Milllnocket and is the country* 1
I
largest manufacturer of newsprint bother large mill is
the Bucksport paper mill of the Atlantic Seaboard Company
which is capable of turning out 1H80 feet of newsprint,
18 feet wide, per minute .-^
The process of manufacturing paper and pulp is a
fajcinating industry which goes far from the inside of the
paper mill with its huge machines and winding presses
turning out rolls of paper. One may follow this irocerss
from the lumber-Jack. 1 ; camp in the deep forest I where the
spruce and fir trees are felled, pealed of their bark,
piled on thf> rivers, scaled, and left waiting for the spring
U Lawrence Dame, oa.. cit .
J/ Adapted from The World Book Encyclopedia, loc . cit . . p. 48S7*
y Adapted from Federal Writer* • Project, oj> cit » . p. 56.
&/ Ibid .
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thaw, tfhen spring comas and the river;* are swollen with
the water from the Belting snow, the drive begins. The
river drivers range up and down the raging streams keeping
the logs from Jamming and blocking the progress of the
drive. One group "picks the rear" by following the drive
down the river pushing all log,:« which have gone ashore back
into the water, when the logs have reached the mill sito,
they are "boomed" together by huge logs chained together
and strung around the four foot spruce and fir logs. Here
they await their turn to be taken into the mill, ground
into pulp, mixod with sulphite, and emerge fro: tho machines
as a sheet of paper. The work is not yet completed, how-
ever, as the rolls of paper mr.it be wrapped and transported
to the buyer. Today much of the thrill of the spring drive
is gone as a gre t amount of vood is "trucked" fro& the
woods to the mill.
The following list of mills and tivair locality is
taken from a list of Maine Industrie: compiled by the State
of Maine Department of Labor ana Industry for the year 1943.
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PULP AND PAPER
Company Location T->duqtg
.
Male Faisals Total
A.A P*
Corrugated
Box Corp*
Iroquois
Mill
Division
Eastern
Corporation
( Xatahdln
Mill)
Pattern
Corporation
( Eastern
Mill)
Fraser
Paper , Ltd.
Great
Northern
Paper Co.
Great
Northern
Paper Co.
Great
Northern
Paper Co.
Hollings-
worth &
Whitney Co
Mechanic
Fails
i'aper board 70 70
Lincoln
P.O.Bangor
Box 930
Kadawaska
aadison Grounwood 359
spec •
sulphite
spec.
sulphite
pulp
East
Ulllinocket
Newsprint 359
iilllnocket Newsprint, 823
newswrappers,
sulphite pulp
Aadison Mechanical
pulp
112
4$ 465Fine writing, 420
book, ledger
and uliaeo
papers,
bleached
sulphite
pulp
South Brewer Fine writing, 732 100 832
P.O.Bangor book, ledger,
Box 930 mlraeo papers,
bleached
sulphite
pulp
Paper 835 61 896
29 388
4 363
4 827
112
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Paper and Pulp ( continued)
Location Products
,
Male Female Tota^
Hollings-
wcrth A
Whitney Co.
Interna-
ti onal
Paper Co*
Interna*
ticnal
Paper Co.
Interna-
tional
Paper Co.
Kennebec
Pulp &
Paper Co.
Hudson Pulp
<Sc Paper
Corp.
winslcw
P.O.
ivaterville
Liveraore
Falle
Jay- Pvi ley-
Jay-
Chisholm
Augusta
Keyes Fibre Watervllle
Company
Key 33 Fibre 3 haw.: at
Company
Maine
Seaboard
Paper Co.
P.O.
Y/atarville
Paper, 1,404
sulphite
pulp
Groundwood 45
pulp
Groundwood 41
pulp
Groundwood 678
pulp,
eulphlte
pulp paper
Paper 275
Molded pulp 304
plates,
dishes, egg
packing
boxes,
fibrous
plastic
products
Groundwood
pulp
81
Bucksport Newsprint 477
112 1,516
2 47
41
82 760
75 350
247 551
81
11 488
Northern
Kraft Corp.
Howland Pulp & pulp 186 3 189
products
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Paper and Pulp (continued)
0:3 n^ny Location Products Male Female Total
Oxford
Paper Co.
( I aland
Division}
Oxford
Paper Co,
(Maine
Coated
Division)
Oxford
Paper Co*
The Old
Town
Conpan/
Penobscot
Chenleal
Fibre Co.
Penobscot
Paper Co.
Rogers
Fibre
Run f.3rd
Rum ford
Rum ford
Old Town
Old Town
Topsham
Poland
P .C a Rt . 1
,
Company t Inc. mechanic
Falls
Rogers
Fibre
Company
,
Inc.
Kennebunk
'ulp 220
Coated
paper
Pulp end 1*236
paper
Molded 31
pulp
products
|
(groundwood
pulp)
Bleached 479
soda
Paper 250
specialties,
groundwood
specialties,
newsprint
Flbreboard 24
Fibre, shoe 32
counters, last
increasers,
flbreboard
products
220
247 162 409
219 1,455
10 41
7 486
25 275
24
27 59
Roger8 Buxton
Fibre p.o* Bar
Coapany.Inc. Mills
Flbreboard 76 9 85

Papar and Pulp (continued)
Co-pa rty Loch lion Products
St. Croix
haper Co*
Unl ted
St* tee
Oypsua Co*
8. D.
Karren
Coa pany
S. D.
Wsrran
Coasoany
Ballayvllle Newaprint 406
Woodland
Lisbon Falls Insulating 128
Male Fernsle Total
413
fcestbroofc
?. 0.
Cumberland
Kills
Gardiner
Pulp and 1>245
paper
Payer
30 158
480 1,725
12 m
11,371 1,764 13^35

nBoots and hocus . — "The caking of boots and shoes
ranks second in Maine's manufacturing* The rivers of
Maine with their abundance of water powar have created
ideal conditions for the establishment of factories. As
a result of this situation Maine ha;s a great busines in
the manufacturing of shoes. It foa only fifteen year:
after the adrission of fcalne as a state in the Union that
the first recorded shoe factory in t:aine began operating
at West Auburn in 1835 »SK The growth of the industry can
be seen by the fact that in 1941 the percentage of the
leather industry in Haine was 12.70,-/ The greatest con-
centration of the industry is in and near the city of
Auburn* This city has factories alloying nearly 7000
persons,-^ The total production of shoes, boots, and
moccasins is nearly 140,000,000 per fW&Jr
The quality of boots and shoes manufactured in Maine
is high and well-known throughout the country. The Bass
Shoe Company at Hilton, Maine, la the manufacturer of
famous winter isoccasins, ski boot and sport shoes. The
Hazaard Shoe is made in Augusta by H, P. HaazarJ Car.i any.
y Federal 'liter's Project, px» £lt., p. 57,
£/ Adapted front Ibid.
3/ Lawrence Dame, op . cit . . p. 804
•
4j Adapted from Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon,
S3SL* Mli P* 166.
5/ Adapted froir Federal Triter's Project, 0£. cit .

All types of footwear are manufactured including dress
shoes, boot a, children 1 ^ shoes, icoccasina, slippers, sj ort
shoej, leather to, s, hand-^ewn roccasins, and machine-sewn
moccasins.
It la interesting to note that in the e lar^e, many-
windowed shoo factories are found xiiore WMM8 worker I than
men. In the compilations of the Maine Department of Labor
and Industry for 1943 the number of women employed in shoe
factories was 6,212 against 4,735 for men. Today with
fewer men because of the war it is highly probable that the
proportion is even greater.
The following list of snoe factories and the number
of employees is taken from the list of industries in Maine
for the year 1943 as compiled by the Department oi Labor
and Industry*
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BOjX AiiD ~hce
C'- ry-r
|
r t *.
-»n
^
< r->/. >otg s ^le ge:."'ie
. .Tftta
,
-^
Air-Trod
Shoe Corp*
Allied
Novelty
Shoe Corp.
Atlas Shoe
Co.
aarteor Shoe
Co«» Inc.
Q* H. Baas
& Co.
Auburn
Sprlngv&ie
Shoes
Shoes
. ittsfield i.hoes
Lewlston Sb$#t
Hilton
Clark Shoe Auburn
Co.
B. I« Cole Norway
Co.
J. L. Coombs Bangor
& Co.
Commonwealth Gardiner
Shoe &
Leather Co*
Charles Auburn
Ouehman Co.
Daly
Brothers
Shoe Co. Inc.
Belfast
H. E. Davis Freeport
Shoe Co.
90
140
14
45
Boots* 3hoes»114
iaoccasins
•
rubbers
Shoes 175
Women's 156
shoes
Mooeasins 11
& Indian
slippers
Shoes
•shoes
221
183
Men & boys 1 25
dress shoes*
raen & boys'
work shoes
164 254
160 300
15 29
25 TO
53 167
350
198
5
525
354
16
Men's shoes 196 222 418
269 490
202 385
25 50

34
Boot and Shoe (continued)
3oapSny~' Locption
federal
Shoe Inc.
Freeport
Shoe Co.
The
Gardiner
Shot Co.
Halloveil
Shoe Co«
H. F.
Baszard Co.
Lewlston
Freeport
Gardiner
Hallowell
Augusta
Holies Portland
Stickney A Walker
I no*
£eeslen
Shoe Co.
&esslen
Shoe Co,
Siddeford
Kennebunk
Arundel Shoe Kennebunk
Co.
Koss Shoe
Co. Inc.
Auburn
Lenox Shoe Freeport
Obi Inc.
Lown
Shoes In.
Lwaba rd~
Watson Co.
Auburn
Auburn
Froduets
^ .
Male Feaale total
150 200 350Women 1 s
shoe a
Wo^en* s
shoes
Ma* a <&
Women's
*hoes
70 100 170
190 285 475
Women's
ft :es
102 296 400
Men's shoes 220 240 460
Maine Shoes Auburn
Inc.
K': i en's
shoes
Wouen'e
velt shoes
Ladles'
shoes
Ladles'
uhoes
MM* e
Goodyear
welts
Shoes
Women '
s
novelty
shoes
Women's
shoes
Shoes
124
62
96
41
192
130 254
US
167
59
133
180
263
100
325
ICS 115 220
190 3C8 498
128 134 262
100 150 250
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Boot *nd Shoe (continued)
Location roducts Msle Female Total
iHedwed Foot- Banpor
wear Co*
Mitchell Biddaford
Shoe Co .Inc.
I loose river Old Town
Shoe Co.
mature Poet* Brewer
wear Corp.
Band aewn 45
sioccaslns
& leather
tO 138
Shoeo 92
hoccaalns
& •iMMM
150
Boots & shoe;; 19
Hcrrwock
Shoe Co.
Bern*!
Shoe Co.
0wen-
Lawton
Shoe Co.
Korridgewo ck
liorway
Lewiston
renebacot Old Town
Shoe Co.
Saco->;cc
Shoe Corp.
Sawyer
I ocoaaln
Co.
: orHand
3s ago
r
Goodyear
welta
Shoes
Shoes
Sport
footwe*
r
Shoes,
ioccaai tm
:occaslna
92
85
IB
89
I
Uha pi ro Bra s . nubum
Shoe Co.
Sftow Skowhegon
: occaeln Co.
Ssaall Freeport
Abbott Co.
Shoes, 130
duffle b*g*f
Shovel
cov- re
machine
ee ed
lioccaslns
Mac ca sine 10
72 117
93
100
25
114
100
25
97
3
29 66
10
185
25C
44
206
165
43
83 233 316
186
U
249 369
9 3

Boot ».nd Shoe (continued)
C QLi : n ;
.
y
L o ca 1 1 o
n
• TTIcts g cvde lotal
So scrset
Shoe Cc
•
South
Berwick
Shoe Co*
£ . E •
Taylor
Corp.
A. • J «
Tucker
& Son
Jniversal
Shoe Corp*
Venus Shoe
fcfg. Co.
Vlner
Brothers
Wood &
Sslth
Shoe Co.
Skowhegan Shoes
So.Berwick
Augusta
South
Brewer
San ford
auburn
Bartpror
Auburn
Growing
Si rl s 1
sport shoes
66
40
occasins
Shoes
Women*
s
shoes
Leather
tops
Children 1 s
shoes
15
93
30
106 172
47 &7
^en 1 s shoos 152 166 318
20
225 175 AC
84 145 229
90 183
166 246
4,735 6,212 lCtW
46 Plants
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Textile lnduatry . — The textile indoetpy of feaine
composed of woolen and cotton eanufacturos if taken to-
gether Is more than twice a large as the boot and shoe
industry in number of persons employee, Tho ^reduction
value of the textile > is &we 4£0, 000,000 moro than
boots and shoes. However, the Department of Labor rind
Industry in Maine has the two industries separate which
places cotton In third place among Saline industries in
value and wool in fourth place,
"Cotton mills have centered we>t of the Kennebec
River on a large ac le planl'^ There are only thirteen
cotton Bills and one bleachery In the state employing
IS,796 persons according to the Department of Labor -jrid
Industry for the year 1945. These mills are located on
rivers from which they derive their power. Cotton mills
were started early in the history of fealne. In 1809 a
mill B§4 started in Brunswick, in 1810 at .VI1ton, and in
2/
1311 in Gardiner One of the most famous of the Uaine
cotton mills Is the Pepperell Company which was founded
in 1850 at Bkldeford.^/
The manufacture of woolen fOOdf has followed a course
almost directly opposite that of the cotton manufacturing.
y Louis Clinton Hutch, o&. clt .. p. 670, Vol. III.
W Ibid . , p. 666.
2/ Ibid ., p. 667.
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As has be?n noted the cotton ©ills are large and centered
more or leja In one section of the state we^t of the
Kennebec River . Woolen mil s beginning with the small
wooden building of John M&yall Just above the bridge at
Lisbon in 1808^/ have followed & course of locating on
small streams.-/ This h^s given rise to ft gPftfct mmy small
factories throughout ths State which give employment to a
small number of people in each plant, A eo&^rison can
be made of the size of the woolen mills and the cotton
mills by the.;e figures taken from the records of the Main©
Department of Labor raid Industry for the year 194.> Cotton
mills employ 1^,796 persons in fourteen plants. Woolen
mills employ 13,014 persons i; fifty-five plants.
The variety of manufactured goods in the cotton and
woolen mills of Maine is great. The.,e includes bedspreuds,
table coven, pillow cases, cotton yarns, blankets, sheet-
ing, outerwear, underwear, tov;el3 9 worsted yarna, cloak-
ing, suitings, paper machine felts, dress goods, stockings,
mittens, jlush, earreta, and other woolen nnd cotton goods.
The annual production value of the textile industry
in Maine is approximately $60, 000, 000.2/ The following
list taken from the record;: of the Jfeine Department of
1/ Ibid ., r. 668.
%J Adapted from Federal '/Titer's Project, £&. cit. . p. 58,

Labor and Industry give*? the naiaoj, locality, number of
employees, and specific information regarding the goods
manufactured in these plants.

CCTTwW
Location a rad:;cts
Androscoggin Lewiston
Bates :-;anu- Lewlston
facturlng
Co.
Cabot ;fg. Brunswick
Co. changed 1
to Verney
Brunswick
?iilla Inc.
Continent ftl Lewlston
Mills
Dana Warp
MlllB
Edwards
>,anu fac-
toring Co.
V/ eatbrook
Augusta
Hill ..anu- Lewlston
faduring Co.
W.S.Li obey Lewlston
Co*
Lockwood
Qom pany
Watervllle
Rayon
Textiles
lo r e;.a'ie To tal
901460
736Cotton
,
rayon
bedspreads,
table covers,
cotton sheets,
pillow cases,
rayon fine
goods
hnyon and 335
spun rayon
cloths
Gray cotton
cloth
404
Cotton yams, 178
novelty yrne
Cotton clotb 636
Cotton 644
textile
Cotton 275
blankets,
cotton warp
piece poods
Cotton
_
349
sheet! rips
441
968 1,704
515 850
526 930
282 460
463 1,099
788 1,432
175 450
417 766
Pepp©roll
Manufac-
turing Co.
iilddeford Sheeting,
blankets,
towels
725 1,075 1,800

Cotton (continued)
Company Location r dncte Hale Fe."lc let"
1
Pepperell
lanufao-
turlng Co»
Koyal
River
'A 1 11
8
, Inc •
"ware
Knitters
of rialne
Yorfc
fact
Co*
Lewi aton 424 976
Yarmouth
Calais
Saco
31 46
Bleaching, 552
flnl chine-
cotton
fabric
^eaRilees 15
cotton
grain bags
Cotton nit 12
outerwear for
U . B« »\avy
,
Cotton Cnlt
ridorehirta
fine Coo-bed 49?
,
679 1 . 172
cotton f rey
^,814 6,982 12/96
198 210
13 celton aillis
1 bleachery

WOOLEN
IX. Products Hale Female total
American
Woolen Co.
(Pioneer
Mills)
American
Woolen Co.
(Brown
Mills)
American
Woolen Co.
(Fairfield
Mill)
American
Woolen Co.
(Ounegan
&llls)
American
Woolen Co.
( Anderson
Mills)
America i
Woolen Co«
(Vassalboro
Mills)
A.i»es
wo rated Co.
Aines
Abbott Co.
H. A.
Bartlett
Pittafield
Dover-
Foxcroft
Fairfield
Old Town
Slcowhegan
north
Vaasalboro
Richmond
Dexter
Harmony
Camden Tex» Camden
tile Corp.
Ca
iill
Caribou
Woolen
fabrics
Woolen
fabrics
Woolen
fabrics
Woolen
fabrics
Woolen
fabrics
Woolen
fabrics
Worsted
yarns
Woolen
cloth
Woolen
yam
Woolen
fabrics
Yarn
300 117 417
376 170 546
225 113 338
186 89 275
634 240 874
214 115 329
25 105 130
123 37 160
5 13 18
115 66 181
4 2 6

Woolen (continued)
G o :. oany Location 'roduots Male Featalo tot^l
Cascade Oakland
Woolen Mill
Clinton Clinton
Woolens Inc.
Consolidated Bangor
Rendering Co.
Trading as 6.
A. axfield
Co.
Cotwool
iianuff?otur-
lnp Co.
(Cowan .ill)
Daniel £«
Cu.'-iiitinrs
Co., Inc.
Dumbarton
Woolen 11 is
Dumbarton
Woolen
.'
?ills *3
Lewiston
Newport
Derter
Dexter
Dumbarton Sanrervi lie
Woolen ilia
Kaatland
Woolen ,111
Farnsworth
ills
Georges
River
Woolen ills
Goodall
Worsted
Company
Corinna
Lisbon
Center
Warren
Sanford
Cloakinfs
I suiting
lioy b 1
suitings
Wool
pulling
Woolen
130 33 233
Shoddies
Woolen
goods
Woolen
go ;ds
Woolens
Woolen
cloth
Woolen
dress roods
wool piece
goods
52 33
46
140
103
105
182
46
.ohair fab- 473
rlcs for
su MWt suit-
ings, drape-
ries, uphol-
steries
66
30
70
37
33
90
48
208
133
93 32 125
70 60 13(
70 42 1.12
175
269
86
533 If006

Woolen (continued)
Location Products >alo Fecial e Total
Hughes Camden
Woolen Hill
Boys 1
suiting
39
C. Earle
Hodgkins
Jagger
Brothers, Inc.
Xezar Falls
Woolen Co*
Pifctsfield
Sanford
Parsonsfield
»Q« Kezar
Falls
Knox
Woolen Co*
Limerick
Yarn Mills
Lincolns-
field ..ills
had! son
Woolen Co.
Caaden
Limerick
Lincoln
. iadison
riaino Sheep D exter
& Wool
Growers us*
sociatlon
Maine Spin- Skowhegan
nlng Co.
Lancey 0.
. ittsfield
illiken.Inc.
..oooehoad
Woolen
:111b, Inc.
Corinna
Nashua .ianu- uewiston
facturlng Co.
(Bower liill
Division)
Card i Spin- 18
ning mill
Worsted 6
yams
Woolen piece 124
poods
Paper iSa- 137
chine felts
weaving & 130
knitting
yarns
worsted 37
goods
Woolen )lece 250
goods
Y*rn
H o rsted
yarns
Wool
shoddies
Woolen
yarn
v*oolen
blankets
17
65
60
144
110
26
4
56
2
188
8
72
65
65
22
62
46 170
111 248
320 450
71 108
150 400
19
253
68
216
175

Woolen (continued)
Location Products >ale BBS 1551
50
Company
MM England Lewleton
Waste . rocess
Co.
North Ber-
wick Co.
Old Town
Woolen Co.
Inc. (n* ;e
changed to
Guilford
Woolen
'ills Co.
Pine Tree
Blanket
Mills, Inc.
'ittsfield
Hand Knit-
ting- Co.
Robinson
.ianufnc-
taring Co.
Rocky Gorge
Woolen Co.
Royal
Woolen Co.
Sanford
ills
north
Berwick
Guilford
Lewlston
ittefield
oxford
South
Berwick
Sabattus
San ford
sanperrllle s^ngerville
Woolen Co.
Seabright Camden
Woven Felt Co.
Wool waste
blends
30
Ladies' wear, 76
cloakings
and suitings
Wool ens
Blankets 36
Stockings, 1
mittens, wool
yarn
Woolen piece 117
goods
Wo. en's 116
piece goods
en 1 s & 65
wo en'
s
suitings
lush,
carpets,
cloaking s,
dress goods
and yarns
Yam 80
2C
70
159 107
20
56
146
266
56
175
64 180
35 100
310 546 1,456
44 154
..echanieal 45 15 60
cloths

Woolen (continued)
Location alo Female lotal
90 22 112
Company Products
Sebago Brldgton
Woolen Co*
Thomas J. Phillips
Sheehy Co . I no
Somerset E. adlson
Worsted ill Is
Striar Brewer
Shoddy ill
Wyandotte Waterville
Worsted Co*
waterville Waterville
Wool stock Co.
Wilton
Woolen Co.
Winthrop
ills
WoruLibo
;pnu fa c-
turlnft Co.
Wilton
winthrop
Lisbon
Men's i
women's wear
Yarn* blan*»
kets, auto
robes
en* a wear,
auto fabric
Shoddy
Woolens,
ladles'
coatings
Includes
Waterville
Woolstock
Woolens
Woolens
28
28
22
7
4C9 120
510 155
350 ICO
Woolens 331 178
50
35
529
665
450
^22
8,159 4,855 13.014
55 Plants
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The fishing Industry * — The fishing Industry of Maine
Includes a multiple of varied industries starting with the
actual fishing done by hardy men on the open sea to the
canning and packaging of the fiah for market. The e r;any
Industries, it ia estimated, have more than 70,000 persons
directly or indirectly dependent upon thes.^/ "Practically
every community along the nearly 2500 mile coast benefits
from some 0*4* of this industry.**/
The fishing industry of Maine dates back to the vory
earliest days of colonization. The coa j.t of laine was used
as a fishing ground by French and Kngliah fishermen before
the Finland was settled. After the land was colonized and
villages began to dot the coast, there were reports of the
abundance of fiah which aided the settler:; greatly in main-
taining an adequate food supply. Indeed, one report resdst
wBalaon was formerly so abundant on the Kennebec a law
had to bo passed to keep masters f*«H serving it to their
servants more than three times a week. Today the fish-
ing industries would amaze thoso early settlers. In 1940
over 100,000,000 pounds of groundfish valued at approximately
^g,500,000 were landed.W "The other principle varieties are
U Farty; Shout. K;«1nfi, op . clt . . p. Bft«
2/ jtbid .
3/ Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, 0£. clt .. p. 176.
4/ Adapted from Facts About Maine, op . cit . . p. 33.

claws, sekllops, herring, mackerel, crabs and pollock.
Cod, haddock, flounder >, cusk, and rosefiah are abundant, 1.1/
The lobsters of the Maine coa it are considered the
finest available and are in great demand.^/ Up and down
the entire coast it is t familiar sight to a*© the assail
boata making the rounds of the lobster tr^ps. The bays are
dotted with the floating markers which are tied to the traps
thua marking the spot for the lobsterraan. "The boats, traps,
and other paraphernalia of the threti thousand two hundred
and n nety-one lobsterraen are worth wore than 115,100, 000.
Although an enormous catch is made each year the lobster *
are increasing along the coast. The Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries protects this branch ttf the fishing industry
by laws designating the legal size of the lobsters which
may be kept. They also catch and mark with a small round
hole a certain number of female lobsters each year which
must be left in the water for hatching purposes, a recent
Improvement in the shipping of lobsters to the markets is
by clipping the jaws together by m: ms of a small clip
rather than driving the& apart with v,ooden pe&s. This
newer method allows the lobeter to live much longer thus
being fresh for the city market. The traps used for
1/ Ibid .
2/ Ibid .
3/ Adapted from Hathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie
Gordon, 2£. eft ., p. 150.
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lobster fishing are 3imple and cause no waste of lobsters
by harming the®. They are a crate-like wooden box which
serves as a receptacle for bait. When the lobster enters
for the bait, he stays there and the fisherman pulls hit.
up with the trap, Main® lead , the Union in lobster fishing
with more than 12,000,000 lobsters being taken each year
alon£ its coast #i/
The canning of sardines is a very important Industry
of Maine* The pack in 1941 ran over 3,000,000 cases.%J
Bach year the industry grows larger and the fame of Elaine
sardines is spreading further and further from hone. There
are tfcenty-seven canning factories which & ploy, 1943,
3,168 persons. The valuation of the 1941 pack was
$7,035,430.5/ 4 list of the sardine canning factories and
the total number of employees both male find female is given
here as compiled by the Department of Labor and Industry
for the year 1943.
1/ Adapted from Grant B« Finch, Now ^X<aui. Hew York: Hand
KcNally and Company, 1933, p. 54.
*£f Adapted from Facts About teaine. or . cit . . p. SS«

SARDINES
Company Location ale Femal« Total
Addison Packing Co. Southwest Harbor 45 65 110
American Sardine Co. Maehiasport 44 52 96
Belfast Fisheries
Corp.
Belfast 30 70 100
Booth Fisheries Corp. Lubec 50 60 110
The Brawn Co. Portland 20 40 60
Holmes Packing Co. Eastport 100 150 250
Jone i-port Packing Co. West Jonesport 30 55 85
Lafayette Packing Co. Rockland 40 70 110
Machia sport
Canning Co.
Maehiasport 35 92 127
Maehiasport
Canning Co.
Eastport 40 80 120
North Lubec Mfg.
& Canning Co.
Rockland 38 51 89
North Lubec Mfg.
& Canning Co.
North Lubec 31 63 94
R. J. Peacock
Canning Co.
Portland 80 104 184
R. J. Peacock
Canning Co.
Lubec 75 109 184
R. J. Peacock Canning
Co. Formerly Union
Sardine Co.
uUUCU *+*+ 84 128
R. J. Peacock
Canning Co.
Eastport 41 76 117
Riviera Packing Co. Eastport 70 100 170
I
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Sardines ( continued)
Company Location Male Female Total
Royal River
P&fitri.nc Go.
Yarmouth 35 60 95
Seaboard Packing
Co, #7
J>o. Portland 32 53 85
Seaboard Packing Co, Robbinston 51 99 150
Seaboard Packing Co. Lubec 53 103 156
Stinson Canning Co, Gouldsboro
Add res 3.
Prospect Harbor
50 75 155
Sunset Packing C0.Ir.ic.Ve2t Pembroke 40 75 115
Trident Packing Co. Portland 40 60
Willian Underwood Co. West Jonesport 25 35 6o
William Underwood Co. Bass Harbor
P.O. ilcKlnley
41 47 88
3. H. Wilson Eastport 35 65 100
Fi sheries
1,195 1,973 3,168
27 plants
c
10f J
Other food products derived froi fish *jive ec.ploy-
to
.raent, according/the Stat* Department of Labor and Industry,
to 1,11© employees of whom 664 are women. The3© products
are readied for market in twenty-eight factories. They
include canned sea food, fish cake;,, boneless herring,
clams, orabmeat, smoked herrin.;, dried fish scrap, fish oil,
salted fish, flaked fish, claw chowder, elate cakes, velsh
rarebit, clam Juice, pickled fish.
By-products principally constitute fish meal,
fertiliser, medicinal oils, glue, and do*; and cat
food. Pearl essence of the best variety is made
from barring scales and several plants extract
chemicals, from kelp which is an abundant marine
growtn • p
Maine Is the nearest state to the great fishing banks
of the Horth Atlantic coast. The marketing and manufactur-
ing of fish, both fresh and treated, are potential develop-
ments on a large scale not yet attained. The main fish
ports of the Maine coast are* Portland, Vinalh^ven,
McKinley, Sastport, Lubec, Jonesport, and Southwest Harbor,**/
"Maine ranks second only to California in the v reduction
of canned seafood products,"-/
Ghlbbulidin* . — SSaine has long excelled in shipbuilding.
The flBt ship built and launched on the North American
'&/ Ibid.

continent by Ehglishmen was the "Virginia" built by the
Pophaa colonists in 1608.V In 1762 Captain William Swanton
of Bath inaugurated contract iihlpbuilding and aince that
time the city has been identified with shipbuilding.*'
During the course of United States history many famous
ships have come fro© the shipyards of Jaaine. One of those
famous ships was "The Ranger," a Kittery built ship under
the command of John Paul Jonas, which received the first
formal salute ever given to a ship flying the American
flag.^ It was given by the French fleet in 1778 after
France had decided to aid the American colonies in their
fight for independence. Another ship, "Red Jacket/* was
a clipper ship built in 1854 during the era in which the
United States ruled the speedways of the oceans. It was
launched from a Rockland shipyard and made the cross lag
from Kuw York to England in thirteen days, one hour, and
twenty-five minutes,
establishing a record that h-s never been broken by a
sailing vessel.-/ "The historic 1 Hoosevelt, 1 Hear-Adrsir«l
Peary's ship on his dash to the North Pole, was built at
Bucksporttf-/ Since the days of the clipper ships itaine
2/ Adapted 555 Federal writer's Project, o^. pit ., p. B8«
£/ *Pld .
4/ Ibid .
§/ Hathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, 0£. cit ..
p. 204.
1
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shipbuilding has made tro»endous stride At Xlttery
is found th© Portsmouth Navy Yard, th© northern base of
the Atlantic fleet, which li surpassed only by Brooklyn,
League Island, Boston and Norfolk in size out of th© ten
government yard 3 of th© country. Today th® shipyards -
are swollen with government contracts in the attempt to
keep the warring countries of th© world supplied with food-
stuffs and fighting material. No accurate statistics cm
be given, for an average, as the fluctuation is 30 great.
However, a comparison between the years of 1941 and 1943
should ba of interest in showing the great increase of
shipbuilding and employees.
1941^ 19433/
Bath Iron Works 5,300 11,458
New England Shipyard Corporation &,5£2) £7,994
The Bath Iron Works are eng ;.^ed in tho building of
destroyers for the United States Navy, The New Fzsgland
Shipyard Corporation at South Portland is engaged in
building cargo ships for the merchant tsarlne of this
country. The United States Navy Yard at Kittery employe
80jl£9-' persons. It constructs fighting ves els for the
2/ Adapted froo Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon,
QP . cit .. p. 30.
5/ Pacts About Maine, oj£. cit .. p. 11.
3/ Maine Department of Labor and Industry, Compiled Indust-
ries. 1943, Augusta, Maine.
c
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nary.
Of importance in the shipbuilding industry of Maine
since the beginning of the war is the increase of wooden
shipbuilding. This industry had begun to be a lost art
when the urgent need for ve sels revived it in many of
the coastal towns . Carpenters who had not touched their
tools for years migrated onco again to the shi yards and
the smell of freshly-shaven wood made the air pun ;ent with
the once familiar smell of new wooden ships. There are
now, 1945, twenty yard:? employing 4,284 persons.V The
largest of the^e yards is located in Camden and on ploys
1,375 per sons Other yards are located in East Boothbay,
Southwe t Harbor, isoothbay, Rockland, South Gardiner, and
Stonington.
Agriculture in Maine . — "Maine has been in the past
and still continues to be primarily an agricultural state?-/
It is said that fully sixty par cent of her people live in
rural towns. In 1941 there were 39,960 farms of which only
2,518 are rented by tenants.**/ The soil is well adapted to
a diversity of crops 30 that general farming succeeds quite
V SEE
2/ Ibid .
y Federal writer's Project, oj>. cit .. p. 9.
y Adapted from Facts About teaine, oj> cit.. p. 14.
(c
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wtill • "Principal farm products of the state are potatoes,
dairy, poultry, hay, sweet corn, blu Berries, and grain,.., ,4/
Potatoes * — The largest and by fat the most important
crop in Maine Is the potato crop. When the people of the
United states thin-, of potatoes, it can be safely assumed
that the potatoes for the greater part have their origin
in Aroostook County in ft&jine* "This county alon^ produces
more potatoes than any single state, except Maine,
Potato growing in k'aine is profitable because
the soil and cllK-ate of Aroostook County make
It possible to produce around 300 bushels of
potatoes to the acre, while the average yield % ,
of the United "tates per acre is only 1.V4 bushels.-'
Aroostook County furnishes over fifty per cent
of the certified seed potatoes for the United
States*''
The investments of the people of .Aroostook County in their
fares and buildings amounts to £38, £37,604* As one travels
through the potato land of Aroostook, he would think he
is in a state far different fraa the sections of Maine he
has already seen. The broad, flat, rolling land would re-
mind him of the prairie states of the West. Hven the towns
with their wide main streets, and wooden false-front
buildings a.e similar to ft scene in western motion picture,
1/ Ibid ,
2/ p. 17.
3/ Grant E* Finch, o£. cit.. p. 144,
4/ The World Book Encyclopedia, j^oc. cit . . p. 4826*
5/ Adapted from Facts About Itaine. o£. cit .
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If one were to talk to the Aroostook people, he would
find them expansive and bold In their talK. They are a
one-prop people ready to gamble §1 they hare on a favorable
growing year. If the crop is good and prices are high, then
new oars are purchased along with new ttam equipment and
better and I ore certified seed for the next planting season.
If, however, the crop is poor, the cars they have for
pleasure MP* sold, and if necessary, the farm a are rcort-
gaged. Among the Aroostook farmers are men trained in the
science of potato farming. Many are trained by the 3tate
University at Orono in the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station and through the specialized course In the Agri-
cultural department of the University* Here they learn
the most modern methods of farming. Rotation of crops,
fertilizers, contour plowing (especially in the St. John
Valley), and co-operatives are atudled and applied to the
farms. The younger people of the State are al o bene-
fited by the University with their extension service to
the boys' and girls 1 agricultural and home-raking clubs.
The State has recently begun to advertise their potato**
by placing thm In good-loaking packages and giving them tho
trade mark of "Otate-of-^aine. n
Recent trends in potato crop statistics denote 1 great
increase in yield par acre. Also is noted a large increase
1/ Ibid .. pTTs.
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in acreage given over to potato plant&ge. The following
statistics are taken from the 1843 Maine Crop and Lire-
stock Review #i/
lV BjB Cron and Livestock Review 1945
,
Augustas Btfttt
'•>.:: rt:. ent of . ~i : c i Euro,
,
, I,

POTATOES, ACREAGE, PRODUCTION & VALUE £8 MAINE 1929-1943
"a7~ "17 d7 j7
Year Acreage AT»rfig« c/ Season value
Kai"vested !ZieId Production Average of
Per Acre Price Pro-
per Bu- deletion
shel Re-
ceived
by Pro
ducer
1929 166 292 48 472 121 58 651
1930 179 25C 44 750 73 32 668
1951 186 258 47 988 25 11 997
1932 170 238 40 460 26 10 520
1933 150 280 42 000 69 2$ 980
1934 171 324 55 404 20 11 081
1935 157 246 38 622 66 25 491
1936 155 287 44 485 92 40 926
1937 163 285 46 455 37 17 188
1938 155 254 39 370 55 21 654
1939 154 235 36 190 73 26 419
1940 158 266 42 028 37 15 550
1941 151 285 43 035 80 34 428
1942 f/ 158 270 42 660 110 46 9261943-*7 207 355 73 485 111 81 568
a/ In Ift6u83 ids of acres
b/ In bushels
c/ In thousands of buohels
o/ In cents
e/ In thousands of dollars, the values shown are for
the jiar>etlng season or crop-year and shoald not be
confused with calendar-year income
tj Preliminary
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ESTIMATES OP THE DISPOSITION OF THE MAINE POTATO CROP
1929-1943
Sold Fed to
Year a/ Used for live
For For Used In seed on stock, Pro-
table starch the farm the farm shrinkage due-
use or household where 5-. loss tion
seed grown after
harvest
1929 42 123^|/ 992 1 050 2 610 1 697 46 472
1930 37 495 1 662 1 155 2 424 2 014 44 750
1931 37 720 2 554 % 330 2 785 3 599 47 963
1932 32 631 1 343 1 184 2 470 2 832 40 460
1933 34 951 1 399 1 050 3 500 2 100 42 000
1934 38 694 5 319 1 254 2 657 7 430 55 404
1935 30 799 1 475 1 120 2 331 2 897 36 622
1936 35 854 1 834 1 020 2 663 3 114 44 485
1937 36 437 3 680 1 073 2 478 2 787 46 455
1938 30 435 2 932 972 1 881 3 150 39 370
1939 29 110 2 699 884 1 868 1 629 36 190
1940 29 205 8 030 999 1 903 1 891 la 028
1941 33 495 4 892 910 1 301 1 937 43 035
1942 / 36 155 1 935 850 2 227 1 493 42 660
1943^ 56 984 6 200 952 2 000 7 349 73 435
&/ Includes 368 000 bushels for dehydration in 1942.
"Quantity used for dehydration from the 1943 crop has
not been determined.
b/ All figures are in thousands of bushels
c/ Preliminary
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Blueberries . — The growth of commercial growing of
blueberries in Maine has been steadily lnoreu ing in recent
years. »About 85 per cent of the country 1 I canned blue-
berries originate in Maine, and almost all of those come
from the 'blueberry barrens' of Washington County.
There are at least seventeen canning factories in Washington
County. Borne of the towns having canning factories arex
North Sedgwick, East Kachlas, Harrington, Liberty, Columbia,
Falls> Machias, and Cherryfield. Recent lr provetsents in
the marketing of blueberries are the frozen food products,
and the shipping of th$ fresh fruit. The following statis-
tics demonstrate the trend of the blueberry reduction
since 19if.
Federal Writer 1 Project, oj>. cit . . p. •&«
1 »
COMMERCIAL BLUEBERRY PRODUCTION AMD PACK IN MAINE
Year Bushels Prices
Bought Pel a to
y
Cases Canned
^lsc.
jr
Berries
Frozen
b/ Per bus ;el
c/ Thousands of cases
d/ Thousands of pounds
e/ Crates of 32 quarts
J7 15 791 pounds dehydrated in 1943
e7
Berries
Shipped
Producer #10 $2 Si", ea Fresh
1924
•
98
..
473 |3.00 86 17 m
^,
a/
1925 157 272 "3-37 147 22
1926 169 136 3.61 150 34 K1927 239 666 3.16 223 47 1/ a/
1928 145 141 3.28 134 36 52^ 1 427
1929 174 861 3.50 170 32 2 55 138
1930 368 961 2.22 354 52 3 305 7 135
1931 235 183 1.10 224 48 8 234 5 078
1932 116 416 1.04 97 28 7 677 a/
1933 194 599 1.99 181 33 5 979
1934 133 869 1.70 121 29 9 420 37 033
1935 144 530 1.56 113 44 18 671 25 700
1936 176 569 2.43 151 59 17 730 33 954
1937 332 268 2.67 271 88 76 1 046 15 587
1938 188 780 1.30 129 50 64 506 48 691
1939 163 617 1.46 136 70 34 364 44 377
1940 229 035 2.27 158 61 83 554 2C 500
1941 404 530 3.05 302 96 164 1 287 17 6C6
1942. 384 117 3.34 225 57 2 2 549 12 483
1943-4u 170 5.41 257 95 68 3 808 2 134
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Sweet corn . — Th« growing of sweet corn in laine is of
cofflBorcial importance in the area extending from east to
west through the south-central part of the state, including
Oxford, Androscoggin, Kennebec, and Waldo Counti© ?, and
the southern parts of Franklin, Somerset, and Penobscot
Counties.w "Maine's sweet com is recognised nationally
for its excellence. "-^ In 1941 the farmer of £aine earned
well over §900,000 by growing eorn for canning. Tho follow-
in.; statistics demonstrate the crop production of sweet
corn over a period of recent year%Jm
Sweet Corn for Processing
Yield per Production
1930
Acreage Acre in tons in tons
13,200 3.7 48,800
1931 10,I>00 3.5 35,700
193S 8,600 3,4 :;9,F00
1933 8,800 3.4 29,900
1934 11,800 3,6 40,300
1935 14,800 5.4 50,300
1936 15,800 3.9 61,600
1937 18, £00 3.5 63,700
1938 1 ,700 4.6 58,400
1939 6,400 3.7 • 3,700
1940 ft.£00 3.3 7,100
1941 10,000 4.3 43,000
1942 11,600 3.4 39,400
1943* 13,600 3.6 4.9,000
^Preliminary
i/ Adapted from Federal Writer's Project, 0£. clt . . p. 66.
J/ Facts About i!ain j. o,> . clt.
.
p. 16.
2/ Ibid .
4/ Maine Crop and Livestock Heview 1943. oj> clt . . p. 11.
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Grain crop
8
* «*• The grain crops of Maine are used
chiefly as a part of the rotation schedule of potato
planting, Oats are by far the largest of the grain crops
as they are used by the farmers as food for their livestock.
The following tables show the production of grain crops
for the years" 1930 through 1943. The decrease in oat:?
for the year 1943 is due to the increased acreage of potatoes
resulting in a decrease in land used for planting oats,i/
y BSm p. i4.
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REVISED ESTIMATES OP Cf-OP PRODUCTION IN MAINE
1930 - 1943
OATS HAftTJEViJAt VMw iL
Yea r " a/ c/
;.c re- Yield Produc- Acre^ Yield Produc-
age per tion age per tion
Acre Acre
1930 120 39.5 4 740
*' *' " 1
1 31.0
———————
93
114 12-0 1 64d j 2R -0 84
1932 125 38.0 4 750 4 30.0 120
19 "5 '5 124 40.0 4 960 i 11
.
1SS
1934 112 40,0 4 480 4 30.0 120
1935 112 16*0 4 012 i 26.0 110
1936 115 15.0 4 025 i 26.0 110jl *w
1917*-jj i 109 15.0 4 27 -O
1918 ios 14.0 1 S70 4 27-0
1919 109m w ^7 16-0 1 924 i 2^-0 1 oo
1940 104 40.0 4 l6o 4 29.
G
116
1941 108 17.0 1 996 M5P 27.0 lis
1942 101 19.0 4 017 4 PR -O A. x a
1943 d/ 85 39.0 3 315 4 30.0 120
—~~
WHEAT
miUKW
1930 2 21*0 42 10 18 .0
—— —
180
1931 2 22.0 44 9 17.5 1S8
1932 4 22.0 88 13 21.0- 273
1933 7• 24.0 1*8 16 20.0 ^20
1934 7 21.5 150 12 21.0 252
1935 10 17.0 170 10 16.0 160
1936 7 17.0 1.19 10 16.0 160
1937 3 19.0 57 10 14.0 140
1938 3 17.0 51 9 12.0 108
1939 2 19.0 38 8 12.0 96
1940 2 21.0 4? 7 13.0 91
1941 2 18.0 36 7 15.0 105
1942 2 20.0 40 7 17.0 119
1943 %f 2 24.0 48 7 20.0 140
st/ la thousands of acr^s
%f In bushels
c/ In tho jeandi of bushela
d/ Preliminary
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palrvlnx . — "Dairying is fin ivporta&t industry
throughout all of southern Maine. The average number
of milk cows on tfatno fares during 1043 was 124,000 head.*/
A peak year for milk cows in Ualne was 1933 when there
were 146,000 head, since then the nunber has steadily
decreased. The counties which lead in the production of
milk are J Aroostook, Androscoggin, Cumberland p Hancock,
Oxford, Penobscot, Somerset, Waldo, and York. These coun-
ties, it is note i, also lead in the production of rotatoes
and corn. The raising of corn especially creates Ideal
feed for cows. The milk produced by Kalne farmer 3 gives
ample supply to the nearby cities and touri3t3 of Maine.W
The following table shows the trend of milk production find
value for a period of year:*. The increase in value of
milk for l$4iS following a decrease in production is due
to higher prices*3/
U Federal 'Writer's Project, gfc* clt . . p. 64.
g/ !4alno Crop and .Livestock Review 1943. op . pit. . p. 80*
ibid *
y facts About B^pt» SE* clt . . p. 16.
&/ Maine Crop and Live stock Review. 1943. op. clt . f p. 20.

Production, disposition and value of milk produced on
Maine farms 1929 - 1943
Year
hi lk
cows
Milk
.Production
IT
Pgr
milk
cow
To-
tal
17
e/
Value
of
sales
cash
income
If
Value of
milk
products
consumed
in farm
household
e/
Gross in-
come from
dairy
products
1929 130 4 800 624 15 290 3 744 19 034
1930 133 4 970 661 15 042 3 473 18 515
1931 139 4 770 663 12 463 3 096 15 559
1932 144 4 620 665 10 799 2 746 13 525
1933 146 4 380 639 9 854 2 747 12 601
1934 145 4 380 635 10 837 3 034 13 871
1935 142 4 450 632 11 715 3 181 14 896
1936 140 4 470 626 11 896 3 173 15 069
1937 137 4 600 630 12 218 3 075 15 293
1938 134 4 760 638 12 120 3 025 15 145
1939 132 4 690 ! 619 11 925 2 843 14 768
1940 132 4 830 638 12 634 2 852 15 486
1941 128 5 010 641 14 382 3 260 17 642
1942 / 124 5 130 636 16 530 3 574 20 104
1943-^ 124 4 980 618 18 861 3 805 22 666
a/ Average number in thousands on farms during year,
"Heifers not yet freshened excluded
b/ I'xc^udes milk sucked by calves and milk produced by
cows not on farms
0/ In thousands
d/ In millions of pounds
e/ In thousands of dollars
if Milk and milk equivalent of cream and farm butter
consumed, valued at the average returns for milk
utilized in dairy products sold, in thousands of
dollars
g/ Preliminary
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poultry . #*• The raising of poultry la bi,; business
for the Maine farmer. The total value of poultry and
eggs sold is higher than any other income producer for
Maine farmers with the exception of potato and dairy
products. The following report and tables are taken from
the Maine Crop Live took Review for 1943,-/
Continued heavy demands for chickens and eg^s
caused Maine poultryment oo increase production
substantially during 1843, Chicken numbers on
January 1, 1944 of 2,897,000 bird:? compare with
2.658,000 birds on January 1, 1943 and 2,2350,000
birds on January 1, 1048, Demands* for dressed
poultry caused a large increase in the number of
chickens produced, totaling 5,154,000 birds during
1943, 10 per cent more than in 1943* Cash income
from chicken sales totaled $5,546,000, 58 per cent
above ths previous ye^r. Egg production in 1943
reached a new high record of 400 million (33,333,000
dozen) eg^js. This total is 15 per cent above the
previous record of 347 »illion tf£* produced in
194£» Efeg prices advanced sharply during the year
to the highest average in the period of available
records since 1925, Cash income from sales of eggs
during the year of $13,620,000 was 36 per cent
higher than in 19413.
1/ Adapted from Facts About Lfaine P on, clt . . p. 18.
%/ Kalne Crop and Livestock Review 1943, oj>. clt .. p. 23.
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Chickens: Number on Maine farms, far™ production, dis-
position, and Income, 1929 - 1943
Year On" Pre- Sold- Con- Cash^' Value^of Groas^/
Jan. 1 duced sumed Income chickens In-
in farm (Sales) consumed come
house- on farms
hold
1929 1 765 3 401 2 856 510 2 942 525 3 467
1930 1 300 3 783 3 148 559 2 928 520 > 448
1931 1 876 3 527 3 150 510 2 646 428 3 074
1932 1 743 3 845 3 183 564 2 196 389 2 585
1933 1 841 4 008 3 489 596 1 919 328 2 247
1934 1 764 2 961 2 601 529 1 561 317 1 878
1935 1 395 3 183 2 608 5^9 1 878 402 3 280
1936 1 611 3 961 3 096 607 2 477 486 2 963
1937 1 369 3 327 3 044 507 2 161 360 2
1938 1 545 3 586 2 961 411 2 250 312 2 562
1939 1 859 3 789 ^ 152 433 2 143 294 2 437
1940 2 063 3 263 2 921 420 2 045 294 2 339
1941 2 005 *j> 6C3 2 959 399 2 239 316 2 555
1942 , o 250 4 346 3 551 387 3 511 375 3 886
1943-/ o 558 5 154 4 496 437 5 546 528 6 074
a/ In thousands
b/ In thousands of dollars
c/ Preliminary
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Eggs: Maine farm production, disposition, and income,
1929 - 1943
17 S7 W~V 17 27 27 27
Year Hens Pro- To- Sold Price Cash Value Gross
and due- tal per Income of In-
Pull- tion Pro- Dozen ( Sales) Eggs come
ets per due- con-
Jan. 1 Lay- tion sumed
er in
farm
house-
hold
1929 1 642 119 195 159 42.2 5 592 1 090 6 682
1930 i 680 123 207 170 36.6 5 185 976 6 161
1931 1 746 121 211 173 29.4 4 238 833 5 071
1932 1 616 121 196 157 24.6 3 218 718 3 936
1933 1 711 124 212 173 21.9 3 157 839 3 796
1934 1 647 121 199 160 25.8 3 440 774 4 214
1935 1 505 138 208 174 31.4 4 553 837 390
1936 1 516 136 206 168 30.2 4 228 881 5 109
1937 1 749 138 241 205 29.0 4 954 822 5 776
1938 1 555 149 231 195 30.1 4 891 8 53 5 744
1939 1 756 144 253 218 26.7 4 850 734 5 584
1940 1 945 140 273 239 26.9 5 358 717 6 075
1941 1 881 157 295 262 32.2 7 030 832 7 862
1942 / 2 143 162 347 312 38.6 10 036 1 062 11 098
194315 527 138 400 360 45.4 13 620 1 400 15 020
a/ In thousands
b/ dumber of eggs produced during year divided by number
of hens and pullets on hand January 1.
c/ In millions
d/ In millions
e/ In cents
f/ In thousands of dollars
£/ Preliminary

The lumber industry. — The lumpor Industry of tfaine
has decreased from the earlier days when Maine was one of
the loading states In the Union of production of lumber,
Bangor does not have the name of being the greatest lum-
ber center in the county any more. Now if one should
visit the scenes of Hancock Street which was thvs "Barbary
Coast" of Kaine lumberjacks, he would find nothing but
& memory of the wild, hell-roaring revelry occasioned by
the lumberjacks when they came to town in the spring with
their winter's wages burning a hole in their pockets.
Neither would he see the great booms of long logs and the
myriad of saw mills along the river, nor hear the talk
of the tinner speculators who gave Bangor the reputation
of being a city where more Tortunes were made and lost
than in any other city.i^
Lumber is no longer king in &aine, but it is still
a very valuable and important part of the lives of Maine
people. "Of the 19,462,301 acres of land surface in the
state, approximately 16,049,863 acres are in timber and
&/
wood lots, From this great acreage of timber, it is
estimated that the total stand of timber may b& divided such
as this! sftrueo and fir—*£5, 500,000, 000 board feet, pine
—
5,060,000,000 board feet, cedar—2, 780, 000,000 board feet,
l/ Adapted froa; Jonathan Danield, op, cit,, p, 88?
#
W Facts About talne. o&, pit,, p, 19,

1S£
hemlock—880,000,000 board feet, hard woods—5,000,000,000
board feet.i^
"The annual cut of lumber is approximately 589,000
board feet. 11*/ Industries engaged in manufacturing products
from wood employ 34 per cent of the total number of employees
employed by manufacturing industries in fcaine.2/ The amount
of capital invested in wood-using Industries is 43 per cent
of the entire capital invested in manufacturing Industrie;?.-/
The industries are varied and numerous. The lumber mills
engaged in preparing wood for building purposes such as
boards, shingles, clapboards, barrel stock, and boxes are
seventy**six in number with 2,3£9 employees Other plants
engaged in wood industries are numbered to 116 plants engaged
in a wide range of manufactures and m ploying 6,695 persons .-^
Following are some of the manufactured product ; and the
location of their manufacture ii given by the State Depart-
ment of Labor and Industries,
Boxes, crates, and barrels; Bath, infield, T3iddeford,
i/ Adapted from World Book Encyclopedia, Xoc . cit . . p, 4^:i7.
2/ Facts About Kalne. op. cit. f p. 19.
y jftUUy P. Kb
1/ iPid .
5/ Ua
1943,
M ine Department of Labor and Industry, Cott&ilod, Industries
.
Augusta, Maine.
§/ Ibid .
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Orono, Northeast Harbor, Deering Junction, Newhall, Fresque
Isle, South Hope, East Baldwin, Parsonsfleldj Clothespins;
West Paris, Paris, Woodstock* Furniture; Portland, Orono,
South Paris, Clinton, Auburn. {fetches; P*ru. Novelty
Turnings; Buckfield, Wilton, West Farmingtun, Phillips,
Norway, Hartland, Andover, Skowhegan, Kingfield; Bu.lders
Finish and Millwork; North Berwick, Portland, Lewiston,
Belfast, West Farmington. Plywood and Veneer; Bingham,
Greenville, Howland, Houlton, Patten* Spools an spool
bars; Kilo, Dixfield, Greenwood, strong, Lincoln, Dover-
Foxcroft, New Portland* Wood Turnings; Oakland, Phillips,
Old Town, Norway, Guilford, Strong, Farming ton, Anson,
Hew Vineyard, Brownville, Brewer.
Some of the specific manufactures of these lants
are t toothpicks, Strong; candy sticks and toys, Anson;
spools, Lincoln; clothespins, Phillips and Paris; broom
and mop handles, Freedoo; skewer? and dowels, Farmington.
Another industry usln*; wood is the Snocraft Incorpora-
tion at Norway, Maine, which is engaged in the manufacture
of snowshoea and saw frames. The Paris kanuiacturlng
Company in Paris raanufaetures high quality skis*
starch * — An important industry which has increased
rapidly in value and size in recent year:* ll the manufactur-
ing of starch from potatoes. There are at least thirtean
plants which in 1945 turned out 6,LS00,0C bushels of potatoes
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into starch*w
Canoes . — At Old Town 1» found the country's leading
canoe factories* The Old Town Canoe Company and E, H.
White and Company have canoe factories which are nationally
famous. Many of the Penobscot Indians froa the Indian
Reservation at Old Town are skilled workers in these
factories.
Quarrying and saining . — The;e are old Industries
in Maine which still provide much employment and a high
revenue for the people of the state* Granite from fcaine
is famous throughout the United States. "On on© of the
islands in Penobscot Bay on the teain© coast is ft quarry
which furnished the immense fillars for the great
a /
Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York.w Large
quarries of granite arc found at Jay, Main*?. At lonson
are found huge slate quarries which have been dug
over four hundred feet into the ground. The slate from
Monson is of exceptional quality and is -shipped to all
parts- of the United States. The largest liEO-producing
center in the United States is Rockland, &aine.-/ Close
by are also found the great mills of the Portland Cedent
Company at Thomaston* Feldspar is also quarried in large
U Maine Department of Labor and Industry, loc . clt .
£/ Grant S. Finch, o&« cit .. p. 56.
£/ fold ,, p. 59.
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amounts. "There ore £3 quarries and planta operating in
Kalne employing 1,151, distributed M follows; granite, 14
plants, 797 employees | lime, 3 plant3, 134 employees
j
slate, 3 plants, 174 employees j feldspar, 3 plants, 46
employees. "i^
"In Kineral production Kaine stands about mid 'ay among
the states, the average annual yield being valued at about
§6,000,000. n~ It has been found that Maine has an abundance
of semi-precious stones and other minerals. However, none
of these minerals exist in sufficient quality to make the
mining of them profitable on a large scale as of yet. Iron
has been mined in Kalne, but transportation and quality of
ore made it too expensive to mine profitably. At the
Kat&hdin Iron Works above Brownvllle Juncti m may be seen
the once busy machinery of the iron mines. Maine has a few
interesting claims concerning her minerals which may some
day benefit her if means can be found to operate these
findings on a profitable basis. "One mineral, beryllonite,
has been found nowhere outside of Maine. "Mount Mica,
near South Paris, has the richest tourmaline mine in the
4/
world. 1*- "JSount Kineo is the largest mountain of por hyritlc
\J Facts About kalne, o^, cit .. p. 10.
2/ Federal 'Writer's Project, 0£. cit .. p. 10,
3/ Ibid .
4/ Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, pp. cit ..
P. 172.

rhyolite or flint in the world, "2/ Legend has it that
Indians from our far western states Journfred overland to
Mount Klneo to secure flint for their spears and arrow
heads. It can be safely assumed that cany Itelne Indians
secured their flint at this place Ml many arrow heal: and
other Indian implements have been found. *A definite
attempt to mine tin ore (Cassiteri te) is being made at
Winslow, This is the only so rco of tin known to exist in
the United States,s/
fitter power * — "In water pow r kaine ranks third among
the states, 545,096 horse pow r co&es from the wheels of
the Kennebec, Androscoggin, Penobscot, md tributaries."^
It is because of this water power furnishing cheap mean*
of power that Maine has been successful in her manufactures.
Future prospects are bright for £alne f s water as: "At the
present time less than half of the potential water power
of the state has be«n developed. Conservative ©Jti;*ates
put the possible water power production at 1, £00, 000
horse power, n& Three, instances of the water power of 1 air.e
are here cited
I
The prosperity of Lewlston has been due to
the water power developed at Lewiston Falls and
1/ ffiff
jg/ Federal writer 1 -; Project, oj£. cit .. p. 11.
3/ Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, 0£, cit . . p.
4/ Federal 'Writer *s Project, oj> cit ,. p, 9.
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Deer Rips, about too Biles further uj: the river.
These combined have an eat lasted horse ; ov er of
SO#000 horse power and as yet h ;ve been only
one-half utilised. The power Id uniform and
continuous because of th&yfanous Asixcohos Dam
on the Kagalloway Elver.*'
The f lis at Rumford are said to be the finest water power
p/
east of Niagara* They are 193 feet In length. "The
presence of unique coastal pools and a twenty-foot average
tidal fall at Passanaquoddy Bay makes this ones of the
very few sites in the world that are fea able for the de-
velopment of tidal power. "2/ The great power dams or j ting
hydroelectric power are used solely to benefit the :->tate
of Maine* "In 19*29 Maine by popular vote decided to be
the only State in which chartered companies are forbidden
to export hydroelectric power ."-^
Tourist Trade . — The name given to fct&ine of 'The
Nation 9 s Playground * is more than j*»t title. It Is
recognition of an industry which each year benefits
fcfaine more and Lore. When Kiss Cornelia T. Crosby of
Phillips created th* slogan, 5/ she gave Maine a title which
is being lived up to, and which la bringing Maine many
Visitors and revenue. The Maine Development Commission
1/ Nathan H - .ikell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, ck_. pit ., p. 165.
2/ mi-, P. 161.
3/ Federal liter's Project, 2L* ejtt. t p. 9*
i/ Ibid ., p. 47.
§/ tfotorln>; Thru Kalne. 0£. cl^ .. p. 56.

It 3
estimated that in 1936 the touri3t spent #100,000,006 In
tfaine.A/
Maine h^s much to offer the tourist j its lakes,
streams, ponds, hills, mountains, and so&caast with its
rugged picturesque promontories and ouiefc beautiful
beaches ars the attractions which Main© offer.* the tired
city dwellers. Here the tourist may fish, swim, hike, ski,
skate, snowahoe or do a countless number of other activities
in the invigorating air of a wooded state.
Among the obvious attractions of Kaine, such Mount
XaUfehdia, Moosehead Lake, and tha wallitom summer reports
on the lakes and beaches are aany unique and interesting
Items of interest to the person who seeks to obs rve thamj
old houses of rare beauty, glacial formations, birthplaces
of fai&ous people, historical sites, and spots of charm
and dignity that appeal to so many tourist.3. The following
list of items may be found by the traveller as he passes
along the highways of M&fa#« All the items unless other-
wise noted are taken fro*: tgotoriru; Thru Maine* a publica-
tion of the Maine Publicity Bureau, Portland, Maine.
Kittery — the oldest church in Maine (17£9).
York — Sewall's Bridge, the first pile draw bridge in
America (1761),
Qgunquit — a famous suaucar theatre, a natur -.1 j henoraena
\J Lawrence Dame, oj£. 91
1
. , p. ;357.

of Spouting Rock, Devil *s Kitchen, and Oiant Stairway.
Kennebunk — the Storer House, tho birthplace of Kenneth
Roberts*
Cape Elizabeth — Portland Headlight, tho oldest light-
along tho Atlantic coast (1790), It was ordered erected
by Ooorge Washington*
Portland — Tho Longfellow Hone, Tort) and Monument.
The Kotxchicar Memorial Organ which la the largest municipal
organ In the world* The llaine Historical Hociety and
Museum*
Freeport — The Desert of Maine, natural phenomenon.
Lisbon Falls — Glacial deposit known M the "Kettle Bottom."
Brunswick — Bowdoin College.
Phippsburg — The Marie Antoinette House, supposedly built
and prepared for the unfortunate Queen of France.
Damariscotta — Large oyster shell heaps from twenty to
one hundred feet deep* The oldest Catholic Church in Maine
(1803).
Thomaston — Montpelier, the beautiful mansion built by
Henry Knox, the first Secret ;iry of War.
Rockport — A boating regatta each year In the bay,
Camden — Beautiful civic parks developed by Mr;, Mary
Louise Bok.
Belfast — The geographical center of the Maine coa t. The
Blaisdoll Mansion bulil from design by Chrlstoiher Wren.
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The bona of Albert Stevens of stratosphere face.
Bucksport — The Waldo-Hancock Bridge which won recognition
a* the r;oat beautiful bridge of Its type In the United Otates.
Fort Knox, built Just prior to the Civil War.
Orland — United States fish hatchery.
Castine — Fort George (1814),
Ellsworth — Black Mansion, a faasous brick house filled with
priceless colonial furniture, rare dishes and gla3..ware,
old books and unusual old carriages rivaling those of
Mount Vernon* It is available to the public as a museum
at the bequest of George Nixon Black.
Bar Harbor — Acadia National Park, established in 1919 and
the only national park bordering the ocean. A bird sanctu-
ary and one of the most beautiful 3pots in the United States.
Columbia Falls — The Rugglcs House in the center of the
village is an excellent example of Colon! al architecture.
In it is hand-carved woodwork of Aaron 3hers.an . He spent
three years on one ro >sj.
Lubec— Ravens Gulch, a natural phenomenon.
3a stport — "Old Sow, N the largest whirlpool in the we tern
Hemisphere.
Perry *- exactly halfway between the equator and the North
Pole. The Pass&maquoddy Indian reservation.
Princeton — The Peter Dana Indian Reservation.
St. DoVid — landing point on the St. John River where the
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Acadian French first settled in the 3t. John Valley. The
spot is marked by a large cross.
Rumford — The Rumford Fall3, a magnificent 183 foot drop,
Farmington — Lillian Hordica howeutead. Ear muffs were in-
vented here*
Norridgewock — site of Father Sebastian Basle's Kission.
Skowhegan — the farcous summer theatre, Lakewood.
Old Town — the Penobscot Indian Reservation. A "double-
barrelled n covered bridge*
South Berwick 4m the birthplace of Gladys Hasty Carroll and
each year tha dramatisation of As the Barth Turns is pre-
sented by the townspeople*
Augusta — The State Capitol building* The James G. Blaine
Mansion* Fort Western (1754).
Winslow — Fort Halifax (1754)
.
Gardiner — Edwin Arlington Robinson monument.
Bingham — The Yunnan Dan, the largest hydroelectric devel-
opment in the State*
Rockwood — Mount Kineo on the shore of Moosehead Lake.
A few other interesting comments X:or thy tourist
attractions are: "The plans for the military post at
Fort Fairfield were drawn up by Robert S. Lee.^ "Neutral
Island at the mouth of the Eft* Croix Stiver is where Ueur
de Monts colony landed on June H6, 1604.w tt Fastport is
U Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, op. cit*, p. E&4*
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the most eastern city In the United States."^ "The Poland
Springs House ranks as one of the largest summer hotels in
ft/
the world, "«' In Paraonsfield Is the largest white-pine
reforestation project in the United Mftftftft conducted by a
single individual. "2' "A one-Kile course lies directly off
Rockland where every battleship, cruiser, torpedo boat
must have its teats for speed, coal consuction, etc., bo-
4/fore it can be accepted by th*j Federal government, *w
"The first incorporated city in America was York, Koine in
1641, "The Pepperell Mansion is at Klttery and was built
in 168S. nS/ »oid Orchard beeaf&e one of the foremost vaca-
tion resorts in the United States when the Portsmouth rail-
road opened in 1848. "2/ "Mount Katahdin is the first spot
in the United states to greet the iLorning sun."&/
V lMi»> P* WO.
£/ Ibid ., p. 174.
2/ The World Bo >k Encyclopedia, loc . cit .« p. 4227.
$J Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie, Gordon, 0£. cit . . r. 92.
§/ pid . f p. 29.
y Win p* 8S »
§/ Facts About Maine, 0£. cit . p p. 7.
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Suggested Activities for Chapter Five:
1* Locate on y ur sap the towns having pulp and paper mill «
2* Locate on your nap the tov»ns having shoe factories.
2. Looate on a map the important fishing ports of Maine.
4. Locate on a map the towns having a rdlne canning factories.
5. Locate on your map the three large iron shipbuilding
centers of Maine*
6. Locate on your map the canters for wooden shipbuilding.
7. Secure the following visual from the Visual Aids
Department, Boston Itoiversity, 84 Exeter Street, Boston
Massachusetts
s
PI2 — Behind the Scenes in the Machine Age. Thre< v reels,
silent, 16 mm. film* Shows replacement of hadn labor by
machines; how working conditions for women have improved;
points out further possible improvements.
F19 mm Cement, "From Mountain to Cement Sack." One reel,
silent, 16 mm. film. The ttfrftt importHit processes in cement
manufacture ar shown and ^escribed.
FSO — Cement, Portland White. One reel, silent, 16 mm. film.
The making and uses of Portland vftilte Cement.
F46 — Leather, "Story of Leather." Two reels, silent, 16 mm.
film.
F71 — "The Story of My Life, by Mr. ..:hoe. " Two recsls, silent,
16 mm. film.
F37 — Fish, "Harvesting the Deep." One reel, silent, 16 mm.
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film.
F38 «— Frosted Foods, "In;prisoned Freshness." One reel,
silent, 16 can* fills.
F47 — Logging, "The Conquest of the Forest, n One reel,
silent, 16 mn . film.
F81 mi Sugar, "Harvest of the tfugar Maple Tree." One reel,
silent, 16 sun. film.
F201 —"All American Choice," Four roels, sound, 18 mm,
film. The important part farming plays in our progress.
Tractors at work,
0ul9 «~ General Farming, One reel, sound, 16 sue • film,
0u20 — Fore try. One reel, sound, 16 ass., film,
F3SQ — Paper, "Trees to Tribune," Three reels, sound,
16 mm. film.
FS55 — Trees and Men, Four reels, sound, 16 mm* film.
US42 — Operation of a Forest Nursery, One reel, sound,
16 mm. film,
US5£ — Trout stream Improvement, One reel, sound, 16 mm.
film,
8pl6 — Ski Rhythm. One reel, sound, 16 mm, film. Hannes
Schneider and group of pupils demonstrate skiing,
Pr4 «Mi French-Canadian Children, One reel, sound, 16 mm,
film. Primary grade films, cut might po>sibly he good to
use as the home, customs, and language are used,
Gul8 — The Dairy Industry, One reel, sound, 16 mm, film.
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8. Plan for and visit a paper mill*
9. Plan for and visit a shoe factory,
10. ?lan for and visit • cotton Kill, a woolen Mill*
11. Plan for and visit a shipyard.
12. Flan for and visit a fins.
13. Plan for and visit a canning factory,
14* Plan for and vi .it a chicken farm.
15. Invite a textile mill official to your classroom to
discuss the textile industry with you.
16. Invite a shipyard worker to the tt&MM to describe a
modern shipyard.
17. Invite an official of a paper mill to .speak to the
Class*
18. Invite to class an official of • shoe factory to dis-
cuss the shoe industry.
18. Draw a line graph from the table on | otato production
showing the state production from the year 19:19 to 1943,
SO. Construct a line graph fron the table on potato pro-
duction value showing the value of the potato crop from
the year 1928 to the ye .r 1945.
81. Construct ft line graph showing the value of d.iry
product* in Maine from the years 1929 to 1945.
•ft* Construct a line gr^ph of the corn product! D in
Maine for the years 1930 to 1945.
83. Make a chart showing the relative values of the:;a crops
|

potatoes, blueberries, oats, corn, hay,
£4, Construct a chart showing the relative value or the
pulp and paper in Maine as compared to other Industries
.
£5. Show by a lino graph the gro~s inco» e to the Kaine
farcer of his chickens fron. 19£9 to 1943,
£6. Show by a line graph the gross income to the laine
farmer of eggs from 19fc9 to 1943.
£7. Prepare an exhibit for the classroom showing the various
finished
;
roduets of textile manufactures in Kaine.
28. Have in clas« a St&t« of I'aine advertisement display
of canned fish, packaged and sold in the ntate of Elaine.
£9. Bring to class pictures of different types of ships.
30. Bring to class advertisements put out by the State of
Maine which advertise potatoes.
31. Construct an exhibit in class showing the process of
paper making from the tree to paper.
32. Find and bring to clas l advertisement, of shoe^ which
are made in Maine.
33* Prepare an exhibit showing the process of shoe-making.
34. Collect and bring to clas;; an exhibit oi the minerals
found in Kaine.
35. £rite an essay on why the manufacture of shoes is a
benefit to &alne.
36. *^rite an essay contrasting the cotton mills of Maine
with the woolen mills of tealne.

»7. ftrito an esaay on, WA day at • fish pier* 0
56. Writ© an essay comparing Aroostook County ?/ith the
county in *hich you live.
5$. Write a descriptive sketch of the potato fields in
bloom*
40. Using the table on blueberry production and value wito
an informative esaay on the growth of commercial blueberry
production in Main©.
41. V'Tite an essay proving why the number of livestook in
Aroostook County outnumbers my other county in J.'sine.
4£. Write an es -ay contracting the making of canoes today
to the making of them during the esrly colonial days-.
48. Prepare a debate | Hesoived, the Quoddy Project at
?aa >amaquoddy Bay should be completed by the government as
;joon as possible,
44. List and locate as many famous Maine sites M you can,
45. Prepare an oral report on your trip to a factory in Maine.
46. Give an oral report on your visit to Aroostook County.
47. Write to the College of Agriculture, University of
Maine for information on their extension service to boys 1
and girls' agricultural and homonaklng clubs.
48. Compare the method of farming in Aroostook with that
in our Vest*
49. If you have ever shucked oorn, give an oral report to
the clasi*.

50 » Read and write a report on A Goodly Heritage by fcary
Ellon Chase.
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CHAPTER SIX
THIS CLIMATE OP MAINK
Fortunate Indeed are the people of Maine as they en-
Joy a climate which has thus far been dependable in not
coming forth with any great destructive storms. That there
have be^n severe biissards and at least one hurricane is
admitted , but the occurrence li so rare as to be freakish.
The temperature of Itelne , — "The me&n annual tempera
-
ture is 44 degrees Fahrenheit in the southern part and 39
degrees Fahrenheit in the extreme northern part of the
state, "i^ The temperature is spread fairly evenly over the
state, and although Maine winters have been spoken of as
harsh, the records show that, "the lowest temperatures on
record range from about minus 16 degrees on the coast to
minus 36 degrees at Greenville in the Moosehead region.^/
The difference in temperature between the southern part and
the northern part of th^ state is attit* great and aMa be
explained in part by the coast with it warmth in the south-
ern part, "The longest periods of extreme cold occur near
Van Buren, where freezing temperature is recorded on an
average of £08 days a year; whereas at Portland, the average
1/ Federal Writer's Project, op_, clt .. p, 5,

ia only 152 days a yaar. 1*-7 It is the sum&er climate of
Maine which has always been its gre tcr^t attraction* For
years Maine has been a haven for the heat-ridden, weary
city dweller of southern New England and other parts of
the United States* The e people have gratefully sought
the cool bracing air of Maine's coast and inland resorts*
It is very seldom a person can sleep without a blanket
or two during Maine 1 a summer* "The average temperature
from June to October is sixty degrees or higher in tost
parts of the state. At tie.es during July, which is the
hottest month, having an average temperature of sixty de-
grees on the coast to sixty-nine degrees in the Interior,
the temperature goes up into the nineties.W The hottest
day ever recorded in Maine was at Bridgeton in July, 1811
when the thermometer went up to 105 degrees.^/ On the
coast the Maine resident and summer visitor is never with-
out the cool breesre from the ocean* The interior resident
has his lakes and the great wooded areas which keep him in
comfort from the blistering heat of the paved city. How-
ever in winter the ocean which contains an Arctic current
prevents the region from being warmed by the Gulf ;:tream.&/
1/ BBS
§J Ibid .
4^. Ibid.
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Rainfall of Maine, m The rainull of Wain© Is advan-
tageous for the agricultural status of the State. The
annual precipitation is evenly distributed and averages
43.24 inches .i^ This includes the depth of the snowfall
which varies fros seventy inches on the coast to about
o /
one hundred Inches in the most northern part of the State
HM Growing season of Maine . — "The relatively short
growing season in Maine is well adapted to the gr@ ,t
potato crop production of .Aro stook. The growing season
of potatoes is only 90 to 100 days. The farmers do their
planting from the first to the fifteenth of May 5 the dig-
ging proces may be froc the last week in August to th$
first of October. "3/ The growing season throughout the state
average- frou 150 to 170 d^ys alonsj the coast to about a
month shorter in the interior.
According to the Stats Department of Agriculture in
their Crop and Livestock Review the season of 194o was
generally favorable for crop production. The erlier part
of the season was not up fto normal and the crops got a
slow start. This, however, was isdt up us no adverse
|7 Fact3 About Maine, op . clt .« p. 8.
£/ Adapted fro? Federal Writer's Project, cit . . p. 6.
K Jonathan Daniels, o£> cjjt., p. 324.
Aj Adapted froir. Federal Writer 1 s Project, 0£. cit .
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weather was encountered throughout the season • The
following table has been taken frooi the Crop and Livestock
1/Review w and shows the rainfall and temperature of various
parts of the state during the growing season.
1/ Maine Crox> and Livestock he-viewr 1945 P Augusta., fraine:
State of Maine Department of Agriculture.

MAINE WEATHER DATA - 1943 SEASON
©an Temperature in Degrees
^'rescue Isle . fown frrdiner
Months Aroos. Co, Ponob. Co. Kenn, Co.
1943 : onnal Normal
, iaw i o r .o]
April 33.6 37.4 39.4 41.9 36.0 42.4
May 50.
4
50,5 54.8 53.6 53.0 53.9
June 59.8 58.8 63.5 62.9 63.6 63.1
July 66,8 65.7 69.8 68.4 68.8 69.0
August 63.2 63.3 65.8 66,2 65.0 67.0
September 54,6 54.5 57*4 58 ,2 56.1 59.4
October 47.2 44.1 50.2 47.9 46.2 48.6
Average^/ 53.7 53.5 57.3 57.0 56.1 .57.6
North Brldgton state
Months Dumb. Co. Average
Noroal vm so ratal
April 38.2 42.4 36,6 4C .?
Kay 53.9 54.5 52.4 52.5
June 66.1 63*4 62.1 61.6
July 69.0 69.3 67.8 67,0
August 64.8 67.0 64.1 65.0
September 57.0 59.7 56.0 57.7
October 48.4 48.9 47.9 47.9
Averages/ 56.8 57.9 55*3 56.1
a/ Covering Crop Season
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KAINE WEATHER DATA - 1943 88A80H
Rainfall in Inches
Presque Isle Cldtown O^rdi ner
.oaths Aroos. Co. Go •
H om r< l 1943 lormal 1 0 noal
April 1.60 2 .61 2.09 3.57 2 .85 3.47
May- 2.08 2.87 4.02 2 . ;9 6.30 3-55
June 4.2? 3.7C 4.11 3.47 2.11 3.22
July 3.74 3.72 2.57 3.64 4.50 3.40
August 4.41 3.10 3.B8 3.01 4.36 3.47
September 2.20 3.39 2.95 3.60 1 .84 3.51
October, 6.45 3.36 7.68 4.12 V.26 4.03
TotaW £4.71 mm 27.56 mm 29.22
rio. ^ridfTton
iiontha Cumb. Co. State Total
,
i\or:;al I943 i'iorval
April 3.64 3.70 2.73 3.09
May 4.63 3.43 $.99 3.16
June 4.11 3.61 4.49 3.49
July 4.87 4.05 3.90 3.37
august 4.15 3.53 4.61 3.31
Seote \b«rr 1.85 3.92 2.47 3.63
October. ^.65 6.58 3.63
TotalsST"' 29.90
"
alls! "28.77 23.68
a/ Covering Crop Season
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Suggested Activities for Chapter Gixt
1. Keep a daily record of the temperature for a specific
time. Compare it with the average of the State,
Follow the weather predictions of a calendar, almanac,
and radio. Compare them for accuracy,
3. Invite to your cla J^room the official weather recorder
from the local airport and have him speak of his work
with the various instruments used to record weather,
4. Plan a field trip to the local airport to observe the
weather instruments*
5. Secure from the Visual Aids Department. 84 Exeter Street,
Boston University, Boston, feas.sachusetts, the following
visual aidst
016 — Weather Wizards, one reel, 16 mra. film, sound.
K58 — Weather and Climate, Keystone slides for lantern
slide projector.
6. write to the Federal V'eather Bureau, Washington, D. C #
,
for daily weather maps. Interpolate a review of high and
low pressure areas, land ana sea breezes, and mountain
and valley breezes.
7. Read and give an oral report on the novel, r.torm . The
author of Storm is George Hiprey .tewart.
8. Invite a farmer into your classroom to talk on the
importance of weather to hin and his crops.
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CHAPTER .'SEVEN
THE PEOPLE OF I'MXE
The progress of a state or country depend? primarily
upon the initiative and industry of its people; the devel-
opment of natural resources, of educational institutions,
and the constructions of cities, towns and memorials to
mankind 13 the work of the people who ukl up the population
of an area, Maine has contributed many men and women whose
work and ideals have benefited not only &aine herself but
also the entire United states.
i'clnc people . — The people of Heine might be called
the "pure Yankees. M Here we find very little of the cosmo-
politan makeup of states such as Connecticut and ilhode Island
with their many nationalities, "In 1940 the foreign-bom
whites represented only ll;#6 per cent of the total population
of 847,226. Over 73 per cent of thl3 element are French
and English Canadians. The remainder are English, Irish,
Italian, Scotch, Swedish and Russian, "i^ There are, however,
several section* in Kalne where the people have retained
their native customs and language. The largest single group
is the French-Canadian people. There are two groups of
these French-Canadians. One group is composed of the ;>aint
John Valley Acadian-French. The other group is composed
i/ The Vtorld Book Encyclopedia, loc.. olt . , p« 4883«
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of French-Canadians who have com© in froi the province of
Quebec. This latter group is much larger than the former.
They have settled for the Host part in the factory towns.
Lewiaton unci Biddeford are two industrial centers which
have a large proportion of this French element. The
Acadian-French are found in the /ieint John Valley and are
descendants of the Acadians immortalized by Long fellow »s
"Evangeline. w If one were to travel through thi section
of Maine he would find the French language spoken pre-
dominantly; albeit it li a Jargon of French and ftngjtsh*
In ouch village would be found a large, well-constructed
Roman Catholic church vshere the sermons :*nd prayers are
said in French. In the schools the teachers are English-
speaking college-trained people along with the Catholic
nun--. French is not illow^d to bo spoken except in the
regular French clas«. The people are slowly accepting the
English language, but the process is laborious as the oldor
people in the homos still cling loyally to their mother
tongue. A gre t factor in the Anglicizing of these people,
has been the Influence of the pre »ent war. Many of the
young people have left their homes to enter the armed forces
or war plants. There they have realised tho necessity
of fluency in the Hngllsh language if they are to secure
good responsible positions. Their changed outlook has been
transmitted to their families and friends.
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In Aroostook County la a settlement of Swedish ; eople.
Thi i settlement called Hew Sweden whs the result of V'illiaK
W. Thomas, Jr. He, on th© direction of the &aine Legislature
in 1870, rcent to Sweden and brought back a group of settlers
in 1871 These Swedish settlors have proven to bo thrifty,
hard-working farmers who hav..; prospered on their farms. To-
day they may be distinguished from thoir Aroostook neighbors
by their li&ht blond© hair and complexion* They have
assimilated into their new surroundings and are loyal
Maine people*
Maine has very few colored people In 1940 there were
only 1,100 negroes ind lea? than 150 Viiatics.S/ The negro
element i < chiefly resident in Bangor nd Portland, oince
the war began a number of negroes have migrated to the
Portland shipyards.
One other group of people should be mentioned when
Heine people are? consldored. This is the Indian Population
of Maine residing on the reservations* Froas a once proud
and strong people, the Indians of Maine have dwindled to
a mall group of approximately one thousand per son*.
There are two tribes living in Maine, the Penobscot Indians
|/ Adapted free Federal Writer's Project, oj> clt . « p. 45.
£/ 9m worl4 fctfBMXgMifeb loc. ell*, P. ^:;53.
3/ Adapted from Federal Writer's Project, £ty jSftss P*
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who lira at Indian or Panawaisiske Inland In Old Town, the
Passamaquoldies or Pestumokadyik who hare reservations at
Pleasant Point near Eastport, and at Peter Dana Point near
Princeton
.
Living on their reservations, the Indians have
their own government, churches, and elementary schools. The
Indians work and find their recreation in the towns near
then. At Old Town many of them work in the large canoe ftm*
tories* They dvaa* and talk as their white nel^hbo s. do*
It is only on faatlval day 3? that they don their native cos-
tunes and hold tribal rite • Many of the younger generations
have gone to colleges and secured responsible positions in
the white man* 9 world.
ferine people are recognised fairly easily by their
manner of speaking* ffThe peculiarities of Maine speech are
its nasal qualities, slurred enunciation, and dror i ed syl-
lables, with a hesltance in delivery.
Maine is proud of her people who have eminent
In their fields of endeavor. The United BfcMMM has been
enriched in the fields of politics, art, science, education,
and literature fror? the efforts of fetailne people. Mil of
the most famoiis of these people ere the following
t
Famous People in Llteraturei — Laura K, Richards, Particu-
larly remembered for her "Captain January,*' was born in
£/ P. 78.
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Gardiner, Maine.
Kate Douglas biggin (1856-1923) is considered a Maine
writer although she was born i . Philadelphia, She lived
at "Quilloote" in Mollis .£/ She wrote Rebecca oi Sunrybrook
Farm. Old Peabody Pew, and other novels.
Sarah Orno Jawett (1849-1900) wri the author of the
first important book about Maine. It wr* called Country
of the Pointed Fira . •'She also wrote other novel.* which
pictured rural life of Hew England.2/
Harriet Beecher 4>towe, not a native of Maine, -rote
her famous tfccl^ Tom>s Cabin while living in Brun^wlc*.
She also wrote foio Pearl of Orr's Island which is a romance
of Ml Island in Casco Bay.-/
Honry '<?adsworth Longfellow has become the most famous
of all Maine people. His verse has been re d and loved
in nearly every country of the world. He wx\> born in Port-
land in 1807 and educated it Bowdoin. After traveling
extensively over Europe, he taught at Bowdoin and later
at Harvard. Many of his poems are s*t in Kaine. America
is well as Maine can well be proud of Henry v? # Longfellow
who was honored by being the first American writer chosen
V Ibid .. pT§8.
y ibid .
£/ Ibid ** P* 91%
i
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by England to have his bust placed in Westminster Abbey
among the busts of the greatest Englishmen, He died In
1888,
Jacob Abbott (1803-1879) was a writer of stories for
children. He was a most prolific writer 1*4 turned out
more than two hundred novels. As a man he was kind, gener-
ous and loved by all who knew him. Once very widely read,
his Roilo Series are nov? als;o.it forgotten by the older
generation and very seldom re.ud by the younger people,
&•> lived in Farmington, Maine,
Hath&niel Parker Willis (1806-1867) wari born in Port-
land. During his lifetime he Ml very famous and consid-
ered one of the beat of the literati* A member of the
famous Knickerbocker Club, his influence as a critic and
Journalist was great. Today his writings art* not considered
gr©/it enough to last.
Ch&rles Farrar Browne (1834-1867), better known a
3
"Artemus \Sard, H was born at Waterford, kaine.2/ He gained
an international fame as a humorist. Before reaching the
height of hi a literary power he died in Sngland, a victim
of tuberculosis,
U Adapted from vdlbur D, Spencer, frfolne teortals. Augusta t
Northeastern Press, 1932, p, 4,
2/ Adapted troiu Stanley J, Kunitz c»nd Howard layeraft,
u^rie;jn. author:;, Hew Yorki The H,W. Wilson Company, 1938,
p"
, WZZaI
2/ Adapted from Federal Writer* s Project, &£. clt . . p. 95,
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Edgar Wilson Nye (1850-1896) was born in Shirley,
Maine close by Moosehead Lake.^ Very famous as a humorist
both as a writer and lecturer, he was knovn throughout
the country as "Bill Nye,"
Edwin Arlington Robinson (1869-1896) was born at Head
Tide in Alna which is situated very close to Gardiner.
A foreaost Acer J can poet his works are ranked SJ sone of
the greatest poetry yet to corco L'rcm the pen of an American.
Among his works are? "The Man Against The Sky," "Tristram,"
"Ben Jon 3on E ntertains A Man From Stratford," and shorter
works such as "Peter Corey, ""Miniver Cheevy." and "Cltft
Klingenhigen • "^'
Sdna St. Vincent Mi.-lay was born in Rockland. She
is one of the most popular of the modern American poets.
Among her works are found i "Benascence, " "God f s World,"
"The Buck in the Snow," and "Make Bri&hfc the /arrows ."2/
Robert Peter Tri stars Coffin is a teacher at Sowdoin,
a native of Brunswick, and a 19^6 Pulitzer Prize winner.
He vrites poetry ;tnd prose th^t fairly sumll of Maine air,-/
Mary Faien Cha so w-;s born in Bluehill, Ifalne, 2nd
writes of the glory of &aine shipbuilding ana the vristo-
1/ Ibid .. pTW.
2/ Adapted froe* Louis Uhteraeyer, Modern Asc-rican Poetry.
lew Yorki Harcourt, Br?ice and Company, 1942, j.-p. 135-139.
3/ Ibid ., p. 186-189.
4j Adapted from Federal Writer*?. Project, o£. pit . . p. 100.
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ocratlo families who controlled the shipbuilding .i
Gladys Hasty Carroll, was born in South Berwick *nd
is the author of As The Earth Turns which is dTvimatized
each year in that town*
Ben Ames WtlH— who writes of ^earsmont, tfaine W
is a popular novelist* A&ong his best known book" are:
Strange v-oman. and Leave Her To Heaven .
Kenneth Roberts was born in Kennebunk, Maine* and lives
in Kennebunk Beach. ISaine.^ He is one of America fore-
most writers of historical novels* Among his works which
are extremely popular may be found t Arundel . Northwest
?.< : ><se. Tr.s.nJ 1 iv, Jnt . ?..-jine * Lively L_>d;y Oliver ; s-.voll
,
and Kabble &n £rms.
McDonald Clark (1798-1842), although not a great poet,
was distinguished among his contemporaries* He Is credited
with uttering these beautiful word.> before he di u "Four
things I am sure there will be in Heaven — music, little
children, flowers, and fresh air.
"The worlds greatest publisher, Cyrus H. K, Curtis,
y SBC
2/ Motorinx Thru Maine* op * cJLt. , p. 53.
§/ Adapted from Federal writer's Project, op * cit *
4/ Motoring Thru Maine* PP , £it*, p* 8,
£/ Federal Writer 1 a Project, 0£. cit - . p. 96.
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waa bora J.n Portland* »A/ He is responsible for the gift of
the Herman Kotfcchmar Memorial Organ, one of the largest In
the world. It has 177 speaking stops <md couplers, over
6600 pipes, and a carillon.-'
Other famous Maine people , — Eliot O'Hara is a teacher
of art and has a famous reputation for his school of art at
Goose Hocks, Maine.
General Henry Knox, who resided in his beautiful and
famous Miaion named "Montpeliar" at Thoffianton, was the
first Secretary of War in the United states
General Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain was the hero of
Round Top and the man appointed to receive Bobert B. Lee's
sword at Appomattox «&/ He served three teres as Governor
of Kain© and was president of Bowdoin College.
Donald B. Mnc&tllan, the famous Arctic explorer, was
i native of i'alne and lived in Freeport.S/
"Rear-Admiral Robert B* Peary, a native of Maine,
carried the flag of a nation to the top of the planet. "2/
|7 Nathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon, o£, ctt., p. 6.
%J Adapted fro* Federal TTritor'a Project, 0£. cit . . p. 176*
2/ Adapted from Lawrence Dame, o^. pit . . p. ML«
4/ .Adapted fro& Hathan Haskell Dole and Irwin Leslie Gordon,
or . cjjt.., P. S0.
5/ Ibid ., p. 28.
§/ p. 6.
7/ Ibid
.
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The Kftxlm brother Sir Hiram and Hudson, inventor of
tho machine gun, were natives of Chiilford, Maine,
Sir William Phipps, in «hose honor Phipusburg is named,
was the first native-born Amerio An to be knighte l by the
King of England.
Lillian Norton of Arming ton, Kaine was known inter-
nationally as Madame Nordica, the great opera prima donna.W
Stoma Sames of 3ath, Maine was a famous 9pm singer .-^
James G. Blaine, although not born in Kalne, has been
considered a citizen of Maine as he made the £tate his home,
from the age of twenty-four. H© was a very famous and popu-
lar politician and statesman in the United State j during the
seventies and eighties of the la:>t century. Ke was Secre-
tary of State under Garfield and Harrison, and a Republican
candidate for rresidancy being defeated by the narrowest of
margins in the election of 1884.
Thomas B. Reed was a native of Portland. He was known
as "Czar Reed** when he held the office of Spmaker of the
t/ Motoring Thru Kaine, lit* P» 20
3/ Adapted fross WHbttV D. Spencer, p^. clt. j p. 180.
4/ Adapted from Federal rlter 1 ^ Project, 0£. cit .. p. 106.
67 Adapted frois Louis M. Hacker and Benjamin B. Kendrick,
fre Unit e*.* atatea Ulnce 1665. Hew York* i?. y. Crofts ,nd
C>r
.in;,', l<Xr' f 7-.
.
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House of Representatives in the national gov*rnfient»
Chief Justice Fuller Ml bom In Augusta, Maine and
held the office of Chief Justice of the Unitod Stated
Supreme Court during the years 1888-1910.w
Silas Smith and Freeman Hanson lived in Bollls Center
#ain** and invented the locomotive snowplow and turnt $bl$«-/
Hannibal ftemlin was born in Month P:irl:% Maine* He
served his country it* Vice President during Abraham Lin-
c In 1 s first term of office.
Suggested Activities for Chapter Seven:
1 # Secure the following film from The Visual Aldf Department,
Bo aton University, 84 Exeter Street, Boston, Massachusetts,
Pr4 — French-Canadian Children. One reel, sound, 16 mm.
film. It is fojf primary grade but might poa«ife3J be of
value as it shows the hose, customs, find give.; the language
of the people.
8« Write an essay on the benefits which have been received
from the loreign peovle who have settled in Maine, -rite
an ossay on the disadvantages received by Kftla#»
1/ Ibid ., p. 66.
%t
t
Facts About Maine. o&f p, 38.
y Kotorina Thru tealnc. 0£. cJLt., p. S3.
£/ p. 69.
I
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3. Road and writ© a report on a book written by Ualne
person.
4. Writ© an essay on how the history or our country has
been Influenced by Maine statesmen.
5. Compile a bibliography of all the Jiaine writers whose
^orkr» are found in the school and town libraries.
6. Make a scrapbook collection of poems by &ain© people.
7. Invite a Maine writer to your school to speak or give
readings at an assembly.
8. Visit the birthplace or home of a famous Maine person.
9. Prepare and gl^e an oral report on the life and works of
a famous Maine person.
10. Head a poem by Edna St. Vincent Ulllay, or another
Maine poet, to the clas.-,
11. Visit the foreign sections of your town and write a
report on your observations.
12. Make a list of prominent Maine people who pore now living.
13. Write to the Mftift© State Library for information on
Maine authors.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
EDUCATION IN MAINE
Oeneral education In Maine . — As *aine is primarily
an agricultural state, with huge tracts of format* cover-
ing the land, it ia necessarily a state rith rcany snail-
sized schools. Dotting each tov/nahip and rur^l section are
the small, one-room schools which cfcsloy one teacher and con-
tain the entire first eight grades. The taxes raised for
the support or the^e swall schools are low thus forcing the
salary of the teachers to a low level. It «as not ua-
cots&on for many teachers to receive from $350 to $500 a year
for teaching. lade d, in aaany oases no cash transactions
were involved. The salary was £>aid by «town orders" which
were credit slips by the town through which the teachers
Right purchase merchandise from the local stores. As late
as 193? President K. C. Sills of Bowdoin criticized the
rural schools of Maine for slipping backward for the past
ten years.l/ A recent tendency has been toward the consolida-
tion of ntany of these small rural schools. .approximately
1500 schools located for the tr<ost part in rural areas have
been consolidated since 1810. The pro ent world War has
Adapted froia Federal Writer* s Project, o£. cit . . p» 31.
g/ Facts About Kaine. pp . cit . . p« fit*
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created a tremendous teacher shortage , end has been a power-
ful stimulus toward the consolidation of the schools. It
is Interesting to note, however, that Maine does reach every
child it can with its free compulsory education. *fbi pro-
portion of illiterates in 12aine is lower than that of any
other Hew England State**-/ An example of how zealously
the State guards the principles of free education for her
citizens may be given by HMNM statements*
There ape nearly one thousand children in
Maine who live v,fcere there is no regular school
for them to attend* Gome of them live in the
wilderness, or other sections of the state not yet
settled, while others are the children of light-
house keepers. For all such children the state
either furnishes teacher and equipment or pays .their
board at souse place within reach of a school.w
The historic city of Bath, wher$ so many ships
have been built and gone out to sea, was the Zptst
city in thts country to provide free textbooks .«/
fli story of Education in Kalne . — The history of educa-
tion in Mains begins' with the Mission school established by
Father Sebastian Hasle in his mission at Uorridgewock on
the Kennebec.^ Pros then until Main^ became I state in 1320,
the school system closely followed that of Massachusetts,
The education law of 1789 In Massachusetts enforced lib-
eral instruction for all children, and college or university
1/ Grant C Finch, or.. Pit ., p. 148.
%/ ftUU
2/ ftftftf
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education for all achoolasastern.y When Maine bccarae a
state In 1880, sho reiaodeled h-?r school laws, but followed
B/
closely those which had been a t up by Massachusetts .~'
Today the compulsory education lavs of Maine require all
children between the ages of m*em and fifteen, unle- s ex-
cused by a superintending coawdttee, to attend school during
the regular school year session. There are now approximately
4815 elenentary schools ,in the state.
The high schools of Maine reached their status by the
law of 1873, "The free high school law of 1873 brought
about the opening of some one hundred and fifty high schools
in the state. Most of the high schools in the state are
classed as sisall high schools having enrollments of 250
or less. There are, however, in the cities large, modern
well-equioped schools such as Portland High, Lewiston
High, Edward Little High of Auburn, Bangor High, Y.'ater-
ville Sigh, and Cony High of Augusta. The high schools of
the state number 'Approximately 82$, S' The cost of public
education to th$ people of Kaine is #10,000,000 in round
1/ Ibid .
5/ Yh*ts About Kaine. op . c,it .. p. 89
«
1/ aa^ r* If.
5/ Federal Writer 1 ^ Project, pjg.. cit .. p. 80.
%/ Adapted froa *ac,ts tftp*% Ka^ne, $&. sit., p. ft.
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numbers, which provides for an srarollment of 181,371
pupil*
»
> School* Beyond High School. — Hsine ha I several
advanced private schools *?hich ^ive their students extra
preparatory training for college, or which give specialized
training in subjects preparing these students for their
vocations. A list of the** schools would include the
following!
Higgins Classical Institute, Charleston
Hebron Academy, Hebron
Kent 3 Hill Academy, -Kent a Hill
Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville
Haine Central Institute, Pittsfield,
Gould Academy, Bethel
Eicker Classical, Hbulton
Hub Hon College for Women, ^pringvale
Westbrook Junior College for Worsen, Portland
Oak Grove Academy (girls), Vaa^alboro
Portland School of Fine Arts, Portland
The A« Km Cross Art School, Boothbay Harbor
Northern Conservatory of tfusic, Bangor
Northeastern Business College, Portland
Bliss Business College, Lewiaton
Maine Schools of Commerce, Bangor and L^wir.ton
Seals Business College, Bangor
Bangor Theological Seminary, Bangor
Information may be secured concerning the entrance
requirements and cost of those schools by addresjln* che
school
.
There ar*5 now four teacher training institutions in
iiaine. These ares Farmington 3tate Normal chool located
1 in Farmington, Gorham Normal School located in Gorhais,
V Mi.

Washington State Normal School located in Machlas* and
Kadawa&ka Training School located at Fort Kent* The Kada-
waaka Training School was founded especially for the pur*
pose or training teachers for the schools of Saint John
Valley inhabitants of French-Acadian descent* It has a two-
year course* Machias has a three-year course. Farmington
and Gorham have four-year courses and grant a degree of
Bachelor of Science in Education. At the Farmington school
is also a four-year course In Ho&e Economics which grnnts
its graduates a degree of Bachelor of Science in Education.
Col leges of .fca ) ne * — Maine has three colleges and one
university* These institutions of higher learning have al~
paya maintained high standards of scholarship and many of
their graduates have reached positions of esteem in the
fields of their choice.
The following data of the i'aine colleges have been
adapted from the specific college bulletins.
3owdoin College * — Located in Brunswick, Bowdoin
is one of the most famous of small colleges in the United
States* Its history is as lengthy as that of the Republic*
Since the day of its birth^ June 2A 9 1794, Bowdoin has had
but eight presidents* This fact has helped to give the
college the stability to maintain a solid and rich tradition,
of scholarly training* yet has allowed it to progress and
bloom forth with new and strong ideas and beliefs. From

17£
its doors have oome distinguished men in the history of our
country Among these Ben W9 finds Nathaniel Hawthorne, class
of 18£5, a great American author; Henry Vi Longfellow, diss
of 16£5, a great poet, teacher, and lecturer beloved by
his country) Jacob Abbot, clas of 18£0, author of "Hollo";
William Pitt Fes:ienden, class of 1883, a statesman who
risked his political career and voted against the impeach-
ment of President Andrew Johnson; Franklin Pierce, class
of 18£4, the fourteenth President of the United states;
Elijah Kellogg, class of 1841, author of stories which de-
lighted the younger generation of America; Joshua Lawrence
Chamberlain, class of 1852, a scholar, statesman and soldier;
Kelvin Weston Fuller, class of 1053, Chief Justice of the
United states Supreme Court; li'obert Hd^in Peary, class of
1877, discoverer of the Horth Pole; Kobort Peter Tristam
Coffin, class of 1915, poet, teacher and lecturer
Today Bowdoin is meeting the problems presented by
war-time enrollment. The usual enrollment of approximately
800 has been reduced to about 150, However, the college
program la still being carried on as closely as possible
as it was in pre-war days. For a time during 1943 and 1944
special groups of Arir-y men were trained at Bowdoin. The
3tudent personnel at this time reached a total of 850.
Requirement 3 for admission . — At present the college
has an accelerated program which consists of three terms

of 13 weeks In one year. Each term Is called a Trimester.
The total cost of attendance oach Trimester, excluding text-
books, personal expenses, and fraternity expenses, totals
approximately $400.
The academic requirements for entry to Bowdoin may be
described in the following manner
t
These two questions must be answered satisfactorily!
Has a candidate rursued a course cot prising suitable sub-
jects? Has a candidate attained a sufficient degree of pro-
ficiency In these subjects?
To aid in the evaluation of a preparatory program the
college has devised a college admission unit plan. Under
this plan fifteen such units are required frora an accredited
secondary school. Three units, calling for four years of
study, must be in Bnglish, three units in one foreign lang-
uage, three units in mathematics, and one unit in history,
five additional units in these same fields or in natural
sciences are the required subjects for a preparatory course
before entering Bowdoin. Candidates not netting these require-
ments may take entrance examinations and enter the college
If these are satisfactory to the Director of Admissions.
Degrees granted. — Bowdoin grants two degrees to its
graduates. These two degrees are Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Science. There are also numerous scholarships
available to those worthy of them. Information concerning

scholarships and positions of part-time employment for
undergraduate students may be gained by writing to the Direc-
tor of the Placement Bureau, 302 Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine* Those seeking admission to the
college and wishing complete information conc«rnlng classes,
expenses, entrance examinations, and other information
should address their letters to the Director of Admissions,
Bowdoln College, Brunswick, Maine,
Colby College. — A co-educational institution* Colby
is located in Waterwille and began its distinguished career
in 1818 when Beverend Jeremiah Chaplin, a Baptist clergy-
man, with his family and sevsn students left Boston to go
to Waterwille and start the college. At this ties it was
vailed the Maine Mterary and Theological Institution, In
18H0 it gained the right to grant collegiate degrees and
in 18S1 it became known as Waterrille College, ¥hen Gardner
Colby gave munificent gifts to the college in 1885 which
/
aided it In recovering fro^ th<? decreased enrollment during
the Civil War, the name was changed to its present nam* of
Colby.
Women were first admitted to Colby College in 1871,
In normal times before the outbreak of the present war the
percentage of women was approximately 40 per cent of the
student body,
Colby is proud of the achievement a of its alumni.

Among them are forty college and university presidents, a
record that probably no small college in the United States
can surpass. There are al30 eight governors, three ambassa-
dors, twelve Justices of ftuyreme Courts, including four
chief justices, twenty members of Congress, and seventy-
one missionaries* Also at Oxford, before the outbreak of
the present war, were at the s.ime time two Rhodes Scholars
from Colby; this distinction Is shared only with Harvard,
The college stood for many years directly across from
the Maine Central Depot, Under the leadership of President
Johnson (1929-1942) the site of the college was moved to the
section known as Mayflower Hill, The site is not yet com-
pleted although some classes are held there. It is expected
to bo one of the most beautiful and best-planned college
campuses in the country*
ftenulrements for adglsslon , — The educational policy
at Colby is to insist that a student choose a aufficient
number of courses to assure a liberal education in many
fields, yet concentrate sufficiently in one field of study
so as to emerge with • socially useful subject.
The requirement 3 of admission to the college are fifteen
units of acceptable preparatory work distributed if follows
s
Hhglish, three units; Foreign language, three units in one
language or two in each of two languages; Mathematics, two
units; History, one unit; Science, one unit; electives in

sufficient number to make a total of fifteen wilts. If a
student cannot be certified by hi* preparatory record, he
nay take entrance examinations under the auspices of the
college.
The curriculum offers adequate preparation fori careers
in business, teaching, or government service; graduate study
in law, m'siiclne, social service, theology, engineering
or diplomacy. Also to the can or woman who wishes to be-
come constructive hone-makers and citisena the high-level
training of Colby's liberal arts curriculum will prove to
be of gre.it value,
Deere -a granted , — Colby grants only the degree of
Bachelor of Arts. The college takes great pride in the
knowledge that wealth creates no distinction in its social
attitude. ¥»ny scholarships are available to those worthy
of them. Also there are opportunities to partially finance
your way through by part-ti&e work, A special bulletin
entitled "financial Aid" a»ay be secured from the Dean';: of-
fice which will explain these opportunities it-ore fully.
Those wish In ; to gain full information about entering Colby
Should write to either the Down of #en or the Denn of "'omen,
Colby College, Watarville, fcalne.
ftates College , — Betes is located in Lowiston, lAaine
and was founded in 18£3 during the Civi] War, From Bates
have graduated men and women who have become r-roninent in

the fields of Journalism, lit<iratur«, law, theology, natural
sclenceu, education, dentistry, medicine, and the business
world.
The setting of th»i college la one of beauty and %ifm
quill ty. The hundreds of tr#ea on its ianjUM lend th*l*
grace to idie twenty-nine we.1 1-arranged buildings*
Reau1 vewer? t s for rfgj g si on . — Applicants for ft ctegreo
fro«i Bates nui«t present for adnlsslon the following!
Bachelor of Arts degree — Four year B of a qualified prepara-
tory school* From this school he must hare four years of
gngliah, thre** units j three years of one foreign language,
or two years of eftch two; some work in histcry; and a year
of algebra and H year of plane geometry.
Bachelor of Science degree — Four y&tftg of a qualified
preparatory school. From this school he must have four years
of English, three unit*; two years of one foreign language;
tiro years of algebraj one year of plane geometry* and one
year of laboratory science.
The balance of the fifteen unit I may be bs >de up. froit:
electlves which K*»et the approval of the Gomi ittee on \d-
ml'5:>i'J>nH.
Any stuaent not meeting the*ie requirement* may take
entrance examinations and enter upon satisfactory work on
the examinations.
The college has always been known as a college of
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moderate costs* Exclusive of personal items a< clothes,
travel, and aotisement
,
the student might budget hi finances
for two semesters, which Is one college year, as follows I
Tuition $300
Room and board 400
Feest admission, health,
laboratory, social uni n ??6
Student activities 30
Textbooks, supplies
Purees grantad, — Bates offers bftff graduates the de-
grees of Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts. To the
undor-graduate are opportunities for scholarship aid, and
also for part-time work. The college, however, is not in
favor of having their first ftmv students engaged in part-
MM work as it is inters ted in having its students
devote their full anergies to the pursuit of their chosen
objective is in education.
Pull information on admission to the college and the
opportunities offered may ba secw*>*d by writing to the
Director of ^dmisaiona for Men or to the Dean of Women.
Bates College, Lewiston, Seaine.
University of Maine . — The University, located at
Orono, MAine on 200 acres of beautiful catapus, was first
created as the State College of Agriculture ana the* Mechanic
Arts under the provisions of the Morrill kct of 1862. The
name of University of Maine 0M given to it in 1897. The
institution wan first opened in 1868. At pre ent the
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colleges within the Uhiversity arei Agriculture, Afta and
Sciences, Education, Technology, and Or-nduate, The total
enrollment of the University in normal tines is approximate-
ly laoo.
Renulreaenta for admission . «—- The t% ;uir agents for
admission to the University is much the saiae as for the
threo colleges of Kaine. The student oust attend an
scored i tea school and present fifteen units of *ork
applicable to thss course of study which he wishes to follow.
If he cannot present fifteen units of accredited *ork, he
may take entrance examinations. In special cases students
may be accepted for special courses which will not lead
to a degree*
The expenses of the student in attendance at the
University per cuarter has been estimated as follows t
Tuition $ 50
Board and Room 136
Health Service Fee 10
Student Activity Fee ft
Because of the various colleges in the University the
cost of textbooks, laboratory equipment, and miscellaneous
items would vary for each student. Estimated costs might
run between $15 and $25 per quarter.
Degrees granted. ** The University grants the decrees
of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Arts
*A twelve-week period which permits a student to finish
his college training in three years.

in Education, Bachelor of Science in ISducation, Bachelor of
Science in Commercial Education, bachelor of Science in
Fine Arts Education, Bachelor of Science in Music Education.
On the graduate level the degrees of Master of Arts,
Master of Science „ and Master of Education are granted for
one year 1 ;* work completed vith distinction.
Correspondence to the University should be addressed
to the following specific offices
t
On admission to the freshman clas;*, Director of Admissions,
Percy P. Crane.
On financial affairs of students, Treasurer, Frederick S.
Youngs*
Suggested Activities for Chapter Sight
|
1* vrite to the various colleges, both in Maine and outside
tfaina, requesting a copy of their bulletin which describes
the college, gives entrance requirements, and courses offered.
B« Invite an alumni of a college to your classroom to apeak
about his college.
3* Ask the principal to visit your classroom to &ive in-
formation about the standards of your school, of the courses
befct to take in your school.
4, Visit a college in your vicinity.
5 # Hold a forum discussing the benefits of a Liberal Arts
College.
6. Invite a student from a college to speak to your class
about social life in college.
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7m Visit your guidance director and outline a course of tudy
which will allow you to meet thct requlrenenta for the college
you wish to enter.
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